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ABSTRACT

Included are embodiments of a stream processor configured
to process data in any of a plurality of different formats. At
least one embodiment of the stream processor includes a first
Scalar arithmetic logic unit (ALU), configured to process a
plurality of sets of short data in response to a received short
format control signal from an instruction set and process a
set of long data in response to a received long format control
signal from the instruction set. Embodiments of the proces
sor also include a second arithmetic logic unit (ALU),
configured to receive the processed data from the first
arithmetic logic unit (ALU) and process the input data and
the processed data according to a control signal from the
instruction set. Still other embodiments include a special
function unit (SFU) configured to provide additional com
putational functionality to the first ALU and the second
ALU.
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BACKGROUND

0003. Since the year 2000, fixed function Graphics Pro
cessing Units (GPUs) are becoming more and more pro
grammable, providing a user with direct and flexible control
on the processing primitive, vertex, texture, and pixel
streams in graphics chips. Many current GPUs can feature
programmability in the form of at least one shader (primi
tive, vertex, etc.) but generally can process only a few types
of data (say 32-bit floating point for vertex and 32-bit
integer). The programmable shaders in the graphics pipeline
are generally arranged in sequential manner for forwarding
data to fixed function units and to each other with a data
format conversion if desired.

0004 Also generally involved in the design of GPUs are
parallel multiprocessor architecture principles. Application
of parallel architecture principles generally utilizes a plu
rality of same type arithmetic logic units (ALUs) to process
different types of stream data in non-uniform program
threads. In many circumstances, the ALUs are desired to
process different kinds of data for every clock cycle if
non-uniform program threads are interleaved.
0005 One of important issues is an implementation of
complex mathematical functions (special functions) in Such
multiprocessor structures. There are generally two ways to
implement them: special Subroutine executed on general
ALU and special hardware unit attached to general ALU
which produced result by its request. Software implemen
tation of Such functions creates significant performance
degradation, which might be unacceptable in case of real
time graphics applications. In the case of multiple ALU
combined in SIMD structure such unit should be attached to

every ALU which may significantly increase hardware over
head. Such complex functions are not used very often in a
shader program and most of the time those special hardware
units combined with each general ALU will be idling.
0006. This situation can be partially resolved by sharing
the special function unit (SFU) among a plurality of ALUs,
but in the case of an SIMD structure, a thread will be stalled

until all streams will get their result from shared SFU which
will process requests sequentially. It may take several cycles
of overhead in each involvement of complex mathematical
function in shader program. Special arrangements in the
SIMD stream architecture should be made to minimize stall

wait cycles and provide Smooth stream processing with
minimal overhead if non-uniform program threads are inter
leaved.

0007 While the ALUs used in this multiprocessing man
ner generally Sustain high throughput, the ALUs should be
able to process more data streams in short format sharing the
same hardware for longer format. Generally speaking, cur
rent ALUs for GPUs are configured to process only one
format of floating point unit (e.g., 32-bit IEEE format as
standard) and generally experience low performance in
processing lower accuracy pixel and texture data. Addition
ally, if another type of data format is supported, the ALU
generally works with the same number of streams with little
to no throughput improvement nor Single Instruction Mul
tiple Data (SIMD) factor variability regardless of the data
format. Further, current ALUs are generally not configured
to arbitrarily interleave the flow of instructions (lack of
Support for non-uniform threads). Additionally, current dual
format Multiply Accumulate (MACC) units can generally
process only integer data.
0008 Vector machines with a fixed data format and a
fixed SIMD factor generally have less of a hardware load
and generally process stream data relatively slowly in the
case where there are a lesser number of elements in the

vector stream than the width of a vector unit. Additionally
current graphics shader architecture generally has limited
instruction set capabilities in processing different format
data in the same instruction.

0009. Thus, a heretofore unaddressed need exists in the
industry to address the aforementioned deficiencies and
inadequacies.
SUMMARY

0010 Included are embodiments of a stream processor
configured to process data in any of a plurality of different
formats. At least one embodiment of the stream processor
includes a first Scalar arithmetic logic unit (ALU), config
ured to process short data in response to a received short
format control signal from an instruction set and process
long data in response to a received long format control signal
from the instruction set. Embodiments of the processor also
include a second arithmetic logic unit (ALU), configured to
receive the processed data from the first arithmetic logic unit
(ALU) and process the input data and the processed data
according to a control signal from the instruction set. Still
other embodiments include a special function unit (SFU)
configured to provide computational functionality to the first
ALU and the second ALU.

0011 Additionally included are embodiments of a
method for processing data in any of a plurality of different
formats. At least one embodiment of the method includes

determining that received data is short format data and in
response to determining that the received data is short
format data, functionally dividing a first arithmetic logic unit
(ALU) for processing, according to an instruction set. Other
embodiments of the method include sending the processed
data to a second functionally divided ALU.
0012. Also included are embodiments of a modular
stream processor configured to process data in a plurality of
different formats. At least one embodiment of a modular

stream processor includes a first Arithmetic Logic Unit
(ALU) configured to receive first input data and control data,
the control data being configured to indicate a format
associated with the received input data, the first ALU further
configured to process short format input data and long
format input data, according to the control data. Some
embodiments include a second ALU configured to receive
the control data from the first ALU, the second ALU further
configured to process second input data, the second input
data being related to the first input data, the second ALU
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being further configured to process short format input data
and long format input data, according to the control data.
Still some embodiments include a third ALU configured to
receive the control data from the second ALU, the third ALU

further configured to receive third input data, the third input
data being related to the first input data and the second input
data, the third ALU further configured to process short
format input data and long format input data according to the
control data. Some embodiments include a fourth ALU

configured to receive the control data from the third ALU,
the fourth ALU further configured to receive fourth input
data, the fourth input data being related to the first input data,
the second input data, and the third input data, the fourth
ALU further configured to process short format data and
long format data, according to the control data.
0013. Other systems, methods, features, and advantages
of this disclosure will be or become apparent to one with
skill in the art upon examination of the following drawings
and detailed description. It is intended that all such addi
tional systems, methods, features, and advantages be
included within this description, be within the scope of the
present disclosure.
BRIEF DESCRIPTION

0014. Many aspects of the disclosure can be better under
stood with reference to the following drawings. The com
ponents in the drawings are not necessarily to Scale, empha
sis instead being placed upon clearly illustrating the
principles of the present disclosure. Moreover, in the draw
ings, like reference numerals designate corresponding parts
throughout the several views. While several embodiments
are described in connection with these drawings, there is no
intent to limit the disclosure to the embodiment or embodi

ments disclosed herein. On the contrary, the intent is to cover
all alternatives, modifications, and equivalents.
0015 FIG. 1A is a flowchart illustrating stream data
processing steps that can be taken in an exemplary vector
processing unit.
0016 FIG. 1B is a flowchart illustrating stream data
processing steps that can be taken in an exemplary scalar
processing unit, similar to the steps illustrated in FIG. 1A.
0017 FIG. 1C is an exemplary stream processing SIMD
structure with Software implementation of complex math
ematical functions.

0018 FIG. 1D is an exemplary stream processing SIMD
structure with hardware implementation of complex math
ematical functions using private special function unit (SFU)
for each ALU.

0019 FIG. 1E is an exemplary stream processing SIMD
structure with hardware implementation of complex math
ematical functions using a common SFU for all ALUs.
0020 FIG. 1F is an exemplary stream processing SIMD
structure with implementation of complex mathematical
functions using a common SFU with interleaved access to

0024 FIG. 2C is a flowchart illustrating steps that can be
taken in an exemplary Scalar processing unit, similar to the
flowchart from FIG. 1, with an SIMD factor 8 for short data
format.

0025 FIG. 2D is a flowchart illustrating steps that can be
taken in an exemplary processing unit, similar to the flow
chart from FIG. 1, with an SIMD factor 4 for short data
format.

0026 FIG. 3 is an exemplary logical structure of paired
Scalar ALUs with dual format processing capabilities, illus
trating processing characteristics from FIGS. 1 and 2A-2G,
illustrating stream ALU functionality.
0027 FIG. 4 is an exemplary stream processing unit in
long format processing mode with paired scalar ALUs,
similar to the structure from FIG. 3, and showing an upper
level of control and memory.
0028 FIG. 5A is a table illustrating exemplary arithmetic
functionality of paired scalar ALUs, and can be used as a
base for numerical processing instruction set development
such as the ALUs illustrated in FIGS. 3 and 4.

(0029 FIG. 5B is a GPU structure where an exemplary
stream processor pool is used as a computational core, where
the stream processor has a scalable architecture and may
contain from 2 to 16 ALUs combined with a reduced number

of special function units.
0030 FIG. 6 an exemplary flow diagram and logical
structure of a stream processor with 4 scalar ALUs, and SFU
interaction, similar to the ALUs from FIGS. 3 and 4.

0031 FIG. 7A is a flowchart illustrating an exemplary
normalized vector difference processing in a vector ALU.
0032 FIG. 7B is a flowchart of an exemplary processing
routine in a proposed stream scalar ALU combined with an
SFU.

0033 FIG. 7C is a continuation of FIG. 7B.
0034 FIG. 8 is an exemplary ALU module, implement
ing functionality of the ALUs from FIG. 6.
0035 FIG. 9 is an exemplary modular stream processor
with a combination of 4 ALU modules, similar to the ALUs
from FIGS. 3 and 4.

0036 FIGS. 10A-10C are diagrams illustrating exem
plary logical structure and data formats for Multiply Accu
mulate units, such as the Multiply Accumulate Unit from
FIG 8.

0037 FIG. 11 is an exemplary structure of a MACC unit,

similar to the MACC unit from FIG. 8.

0038 FIG. 12 is an exemplary diagram of a short expo
nent calculation, similar to the short exponent calculation
from FIG. 11.

0039 FIG. 13 is an exemplary diagram of a short expo
nent calculation combined with a mixed exponent, similar to
the short exponent calculation from FIG. 11.
0040 FIG. 14 is an exemplary diagram of a short man
tissa path for various channels, describing details of the
mantissa path illustrated in FIG. 11.
0041 FIG. 15 is an exemplary diagram of a long expo
nent calculation, describing details of the exponent calcula

common SFU.

tion block from FIG. 11.

0021 FIG. 1G is an exemplary illustration of an SIMD
factor reduction in the case of a common SIMD structure for
both vertex and triangle processing.
0022 FIG. 2A a flowchart illustrating steps that can be
taken in an exemplary Scalar processing unit, similar to the

0042 FIG. 16 is an exemplary diagram of a long expo
nent calculation, for a paired ALU, describing details of the
long exponent calculation block from FIG.
0043 FIG. 17 is an exemplary diagram of a long mantissa
data path, describing details of a data path illustrated in FIG.

flowchart from FIG. 1, with an SIMD factor 4.

11.

0023 FIG. 2B is a flowchart illustrating steps that can be
taken in an exemplary Scalar processing unit, similar to the

0044 FIG. 18 is an exemplary diagram of a long mantissa
data path for a paired ALU, similar to the data path illus

flowchart from FIG. 1, with an SIMD factor 1.

trated in FIG. 11.
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0045 FIG. 19 is an exemplary diagram of a mixed
exponent calculation, describing details of the mixed expo
nent calculation illustrated in FIG. 11.

0046 FIG. 20 is an exemplary diagram of a mixed
exponent calculation for a paired ALU, similar to a mixed
exponent calculation illustrated in FIG. 19.
0047 FIG. 21 is an exemplary diagram of a mixed
mantissa data path, describing details of the data path
illustrated in FIG. 11.

0048 FIG. 22 is an exemplary diagram of a mixed
mantissa data path for a paired ALU, similar to a data path
illustrated in FIG. 21.

0049 FIG. 23 is an exemplary diagram of a merged
mantissa data path, which can process short and long data
formats, describing details of a possible implementation of
the data path illustrated in FIG. 11.
0050 FIG. 24 is an exemplary diagram illustrating a
merged mantissa data path, similar to a data path illustrated
in FIG. 11.

0051 FIG. 25A is an exemplary diagram illustrating
merged shift and control logic, which can be applied in the
MACC from FIGS. 23 and 24.

0052 FIG. 25B is an exemplary diagram illustrating sign
control logic, which can be applied in the MACC from
FIGS. 23 and 24.

0053 FIG. 26 is an exemplary table of complement shift
input and output formats, which may be utilized in the
MACC from FIG. 11.

0054 FIG. 27A is an exemplary diagram of a mantissa
addition path, which can be utilized in the MACC from
FIGS. 23 and 24.

0055 FIG. 27B is an exemplary diagram of processing
formats that can be utilized in the MAD carry save adder tree
units from FIGS. 23 and 24.

0056 FIG. 27C is a continuation of the processing for
mats from FIG. 27B:

0057 FIG. 28A is an exemplary diagram of a fence
implementation in a CSA adder, which may be utilized in the
MACC from FIGS. 23 and 24.

0058 FIG. 28B is an exemplary diagram of a fence
implementation in a CPA adder, which may be utilized in the
MACC from FIGS. 23 and 24.

0059 FIG. 29 is an exemplary diagram of a fence imple
mentation in a complement shift unit, which may be utilized
in the MACC from FIGS. 23 and 24.

0060 FIG.30A is an exemplary fence in a normalization
shifter, which may be utilized in the MACC from FIGS. 23
and 24.

0061

FIG.30B is a more detailed view of the exemplary

fence from FIG. 30A.

0062 FIG. 31 is a flowchart illustrating an exemplary
process that may be utilized for sending data to a function
ally separated ALU.
DETAILED DESCRIPTION

0063 FIG. 1A is a flowchart illustrating stream data
processing steps that can be taken in an exemplary process
ing unit using a vector ALU combined with a special
function unit. More specifically, the nonlimiting example of
FIG. 1A illustrates a stream vector processing unit with a
regular architecture 100. As illustrated, an input stream of
3-dimensional graphics data vectors are sent to an input
buffer regular memory 102. The input buffer regular
memory in this nonlimiting example communicates vector

data to the vector arithmetic logic unit (ALU) 104. As
illustrated with the sequential instruction cycles, each vector
includes four components X, Y, Z, and W. As illustrated, as
the vectors are being sent from the input buffer regular
memory 102 to the vector ALU 104, the vectors are arranged
with each vector being communicated together. The vector
ALU 104 and Special Function Unit (SFU) 106 can perform
the desired operation to produce outputs for each component
of the current vector. An SFU can be configured to process
various types of operations such as sine functions, cosine
functions, square root functions, fractions, exponentials, etc.
0064 FIG. 1B is a flowchart illustrating steps that can be
taken in an exemplary Scalar processing unit, similar to the
steps illustrated in FIG. 1A. FIG. 1B illustrates a vector data
processing using a stream processor with four scalar ALUs
124. More specifically, an input stream of 3-dimensional
graphics data vectors is input into input data buffer 4-Bank
orthogonal access memory 122. The memory illustrated in
this nonlimiting example is configured to provide a vertical
access pattern on the data read versus a horizontal access
pattern on data write (memory input or output). Such type of
memory has a special vector component multiplexor and
address generators for one or more of the memory banks, as
discussed in U.S. Patent application 20040172517, filed
Sep. 19, 2003, which is hereby incorporated by reference in
its entirety.
0065. The input data buffer 4-bank orthogonal access
memory 122 can then send the rearranged (vertical) vector
data to scalar ALUs 124a-124d. More specifically, the input
data buffer 4-bank orthogonal access memory sequentially
sends the first vector data elements (W1, Z1, Y1, and X1) to
Scalar ALU 1 124a: sequentially sends second vector data
elements (W2, Z2, Y2, and X2) to scalar ALU 2 124b;
sequentially sends third vector data elements to Scalar ALU
3 124c; and sequentially sends fourth vector data elements
to scalar ALU 4 124d. The scalar ALUs 124a-124d and

special function unit (SFU) 126 can process the vector data
accordingly and send the processed data to buffers S1, S2,
S3, and S4, respectively. The output buffers (S1-S4) then
send the data to the output orthogonal converter 130, which
can convert the received data into a horizontal vector format.

More specifically, the orthogonal converter 130 can be
configured to convert the processed data from a scalar
sequential or vertical representation to a vector horizontal
representation. The data can then be output as illustrated
with Xout, Yout, Zout, and Wout.

0.066 One should note that while the vector processing
unit with regular architecture 100 processes vector data one
vector at a time, the vector data processing using stream
processor with four scalar ALUs 120 does not have this
requirement. As illustrated, vector component data can be
processed in any order and Subsequently rearranged for
output. Additionally, while the data in both the vector data
processing using stream processor with four scalar ALUs
120 and the vector processing unit with regular architecture
100 receive vector data as a data set, however this is not a

requirement. Vector components can be received as scalars
in any order and processed in an SIMD manner.
0067. As was mentioned earlier, a SIMD stream proces
Sor can be configured to perform complex mathematical
operations (special functions) such as Square root, sine,
cosine and others to provide graphics data processing in
modern GPU. A vector ALU may have an attached (or
otherwise accessible) SFU and the SFU may be configured
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to work every time when appropriate command arrives to
ALU. This SFU may be considered as separate channel in
this nonlimiting ALU.
0068 FIG. 1C is an exemplary stream processing SIMD
structure with Software implementation of complex math
ematical functions. In the situation with a SIMD scalar ALU,

the special function implementation may have few options.
FIG. 1C illustrates stream processing SIMD structure with
Software implementation of complex mathematical func
tions. Each ALU has special attached lookup table and
slightly modified data path to perform special function
calculation sequence described in special routine (for
example Newton-Raphson algorithm for square root).
Latency of special function calculation in this case will
equal the number of instructions in each special function
routine multiplied by SIMD scalar ALU instruction execu
tion cycle time. One problem of such implementation is the
latency that would be quite significant depending on number
of instruction to be executed in each ALU.

0069 FIG. 1D is an exemplary stream processing SIMD
structure with hardware implementation of complex math
ematical functions using private SFU for each ALU. As
illustrated in FIG. 1D, another approach is to provide a
private hardware special function unit for each scalar ALU.
The nonlimiting example of FIG. 1D illustrates a stream
processing SIMD structure with hardware implementation
of complex mathematical functions using private SFU for
each ALU. One problem with such implementation is exces
sive hardware, which (generally) is rarely used. Latency of
a special function calculation is minimal and normally equal
to average instruction execution cycle.
0070 FIG. 1E is an exemplary stream processing SIMD
structure with hardware implementation of complex math
ematical functions using common SFU for all ALUs. As
illustrated, one can reduce hardware overhead by using a
common SFU hardware block that can process requests from
multiple scalar ALUs. FIG. 1E illustrates stream processing
SIMD structure with hardware implementation of complex
mathematical functions using common SFU for all ALUs.
One problem of such implementation is significant stall time
for all scalar ALUs while the SFU sequentially process
requests from all ALUs and calculates values for all streams.
One should note that in such SIMD structure all requests to
the SFU appear at the same time. Generally speaking, all the
ALUs will wait until last ALU receives a value from the

SFU. The overall latency on such operation is equal to SFU
processing cycle multiplied by number of Scalar ALUs
combined with this SFU.

0071 FIG. 1F is an exemplary stream processing SIMD
structure with implementation of complex mathematical
functions using a common SFU with interleaved access to
common SFU. The SFU latency for each stream can be
reduced using interleaved access to SFU from scalar ALUs.
More specifically, the nonlimiting example of FIG. 1F
illustrates a proposed embodiment of a stream processing
SIMD structure with common SFU. In this configuration,
requests from different Scalar ALUs are separated in time
using special delay registers, which reschedule same SIMD
instruction execution in different ALUs. Latency for each
stream will be equal to latency of private SFU, the rest of the
latency compare to previous structure will be compensated
by delay registers.
0072 Another problem which affects SIMD scalar
stream processor efficiency is SIMD factor when processing

different types of input streams. These streams may contain
vertex, triangle, and/or pixel data and accumulation of
required input data in the storage may create significant
delays as well as increases the time of data life span in local
memory.

(0073 FIG. 1G is an exemplary illustration of an SIMD
factor reduction in the case of a common SIMD structure for

both vertex and triangle processing. As illustrated, the
nonlimiting example of FIG. 1G illustrates vertex and tri
angle stream processing on the same SIMD structure with
factor 4 when four ALUs process the stream data. The vertex
packet to be processed contains data for four vertices. The
triangle packet to be processed contains data for 12 vertices
and time overhead for accumulation of complete packet may
create significant delay on start of triangle processing. This
is why a reduction of SIMD factor from 4 to 2 or 1 in same
structure with 4 ALUs for triangle processing tasks becomes
important issue in modern GPUs.
0074 FIG. 2A is a flowchart illustrating steps that can be
taken in an exemplary processing unit, similar to the flow
chart from FIG. 1, with an SIMD factor 4. As indicated, FIG.

2A relates to vector stream data processing with Scalar
ALUs, having an SIMD factor of 4 and a long data format.
Similar to the data flow of FIG. 1B, vector data is not

constrained to flow as a data set. As each data component
reaches the respective ALU (ALU0 204a, ALU1 204b,
ALU2 204c., AND ALU3 204d), that ALU can process the
data accordingly to an ALU command delivered synchro
nously with delay of data delivery. Additionally, as illus
trated, data is received at ALU0 204a prior to data being
received at ALU1 204b. Similarly, ALU2 204c is delayed
when compared to ALU1204b. ALU3 204d is delayed when
compared to ALU2 204c. After the data is processed, the
processed data is sent to output buffers S1, S2, S3, and S4.
with synchronization delay, respectively.
0075 One should also note that the nonlimiting example
illustrated in FIG. 2A is associated with an SIMD factor of

4 because there are four ALUs that perform substantially the
same operation. Additionally, as the nonlimiting example of
FIG. 2A illustrates, each ALU is configured to process long
format 36 bit data.

0076 FIG. 2B is a flowchart illustrating steps that can be
taken in an exemplary processing unit, similar to the flow
chart from FIG. 1, with an SIMD factor 1, which is a result

of folding results of 4 ALUs to one ALU3. As indicated,
FIG. 2B illustrates vector stream data processing with scalar
ALUs and an SIMD factor of 1 in long format. While the
configuration in FIG. 2A illustrates that vector data is sent to
the ALUs in a manner that not consistent with a vector

elements data set, the configuration of FIG. 2B illustrates the
vector data being communicated to the ALUs as a vector
data set. More specifically, FIG. 2B illustrates that data X1
is sent to ALU0. ALU0 can process the data and send at least
a portion of the result to ALU1, while also sending output
data to component shuffle 226. ALU1, which is delayed
from ALU0 receives data Y1 and data from ALU0. ALU1

then sends output data to component shuffle 226 and data to
ALU2. ALU2 receives Z1 and data from ALU1. ALU2 then

sends output data to component shuffle and data to ALU3.
ALU3 receives data W1 and data from ALU2. ALU3 sends

output data to component shuffle 226. Component shuffle
226 can send data to one or more of the following outputs:
Xout, Yout, Zout, and Wout. As a nonlimiting example, if
Such operation is a vector dot product, Such mode may be
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desired to process data with a small number of streams. Such
as triangles versus vertex packets in a fewer number of clock
cycles.
0077 One should note that the configuration of FIG. 2B
is associated with an SIMD factor of 1 due to the fact that

each of the ALUs are performing the same command with a
different number of operands. More specifically, because
each ALU receives data from the previous ALU, the ALUs
are performing different operations depending on the posi
tion of the ALU. As a nonlimiting example, in the case of a
dot product command, embodiments of the ALU will have
the following functionality:
0078 ALU0: D0=A0*B0+0, which implements X1*X2
0079 ALU1: D1=A1*B1+D0, which implements
Y1*Y2X1*X2

0080 ALU2: D2=A2*B2+D1, which implements
Z1*Z2-Y1*Y2-X1*X2

I0081. ALU3: D3=A3*B3+D2, which implements

output buffers S3.0 and S3.1, respectively. In addition, the
processing of data in ALU2.0 and ALU2.1 is delayed from
the processing of the previous ALUs discussed. As with the
previous operations, ALU3.0 and ALU3.1 receives data
X4.0 and X4.1 respectively. ALU3.0 and ALU3.1 process
the receive data (delayed from that of ALU2.0 and ALU2.1)
and send the output data to output buffers S4.0 and S4.1,
respectively.
I0086. Because all eight ALUs (which can physically take
the form of four dual channel ALUs, each logically divided
in half) are executing the same command, the SIMD factor
of the nonlimiting example of FIG. 2C is 8. Additionally, the
ALUs in FIG. 2C can be configured to receive and process
18-bit (short format) data, as well as 36-bit (long format)
data.

I0087 FIG. 2D is a flowchart illustrating steps that can be
taken in an exemplary processing unit, similar to the flow
chart from FIG. 2A, with an SIMD factor 4. As indicated,

FIG. 2D includes vector stream data processing with scalar

ALUs that are associated with an SIMD factor 4 in short

0082) Actual results can be in the output of ALU3 and
may be shuffled to any vector position for later use. Addi
tionally, as illustrated in FIG. 2A, the configuration of FIG.
2B processes 36 bit (long format) data in each of the ALUs.
0083 FIG. 2C is a flowchart illustrating steps that can be
taken in an exemplary Scalar processing unit, similar to the
flowchart from FIG. 2A, with an SIMD factor 8. The scalar

processing unit in this nonlimiting example includes the
same number of ALUs as in FIG. 2A, however, in FIG. 2C,

each ALU is split to process two streams of short format data
(e.g., 18-bit components instead of 36-bit components). As
indicated, FIG. 2C includes vector stream data processing
with scalar ALUs that is associated with an SIMD factor of

8 in short format. This means that one can process 8 sets of
input data and produce 8 results based on the same command
sent to the ALUs with respective delays. More specifically,
the vector data can take the form of 18 bit (short format) as
opposed to the 36 bit data (long format) discussed above.
More specifically, the W1 vector component from previous
nonlimiting examples now takes the form of two separate
components W1.0 and W1.1, each of which is a short format
component. Similarly, X, Y, and Z, as well as the other data
sets 2, 3, and 4 are also represented in a short format.
Additionally, as also illustrated FIG. 2B, data input into the
ALUs does not necessarily correlate to a vector element data
set. More specifically, the ALUs are not constrained to
process vector data sets, as the data input into each ALU
need not be related.

0084. Also included in this nonlimiting example are a
plurality of divided or split ALUs that can be configured to
process short data more efficiently. More specifically, data
X1.0 is input into the left side of ALU0, which has been
designated ALU0.0. The right side of ALU0, designated
ALU0.1 receives data X1.1. The data sent to ALU0.0 and

ALU0.1 is processed and sent to output buffers S1.0 and
S1.1, respectively. Similarly, data X2.0 and X2.1 are sent to
the left side of ALU1 (ALU1.0) and the right side of ALU1
(ALU1.1), respectively. As illustrated, there is a delay in the
processing of data in ALU1.0 and ALU1.1, when compared
with the processing of ALU0.0 and ALU0.1. Once the data
is processed, the ALU1.0 and ALU1.1 send the output data
to output buffers S2.0 and S2.1, respectively.
0085. In similar fashion, ALU2.0 and ALU2.1 receive
data X3.0 and X3.1, respectively. After processing the
received data, ALU2.0 and ALU2.1 send the output data to

format. As illustrated, the data input into the ALUs is similar
to that of FIG. 2C, which may or may not be organized
according to a data set. Additionally, as in the previous
nonlimiting example, data X0.0 is input into ALU0.0 and
data X0.1. However, in this nonlimiting example, ALU0.1 is
slightly delayed when compared with ALU0.0 and uses a
result of ALU0.0. Additionally, ALU0.1 receives input data
not only from X1.1, but also from the output of ALU0.0.
Similarly, ALU1.0 receives data X2.0, processes the
received data, and outputs the processed data to ALU1.1.
ALU1.1 receives the output data from ALU1.0 and also
receives data X2.1. ALU1.1 processes the received data and
outputs the processed data to output buffer S2.1. ALU2.0
receives data X3.0, processes the received data, and outputs
the result to ALU2.1. ALU2.1 receives the output data from
ALU2.0 as well as the data X3.1. ALU 2.1 processes the
received data and outputs the result to output buffer S3.1.
ALU3.0 receives input data X4.0. ALU3.0 processes the
received data and outputs the processed data to ALU3.1.
ALU3.1 receives the output from ALU3.0 as well as data
X4.1. ALU3.1 processes the received data and sends the
processed data to S4.1.
I0088 Embodiments of such ALUs are configured with
the following functionality:
0089 ALU0.0: d0.0=a0.0*b0.0+0
0090 ALU0.1: d0.1=a0.1*b0.1+dO.0
0.091 ALU1.0: d1.0–a1.0*b1.0+0
0092 ALU1.1: d1.1=a1.1*b1.1+dO.0
0093 ALU2.0: d2.0=a2.0*b2.0+0
0094 ALU2.1: d2.1=a2.1*b2.1+d2.0
0.095 ALU3.0: d3.0=a3.0*b3.0+0
0096 ALU3.1: d3.1=a3.1*b3.1+d3.0
0097. As there are eight ALUs processing data and only
four are outputting a result, the logic of FIG. 2D is associ
ated with a SIMD factor of four. Additionally, as ALU0.0
sends data to ALU0.1, ALU0.1 is associated with a slight
delay in processing when compared with ALU0.0. ALU0.1
can wait for ALU0.0 to process the data X1.0 and then
receive the output from ALU0.0. At this point, ALU0.1 can
process the received output from ALU0.0 as well as data
X1.1. A similar delay and process is also executed for the
remaining ALUs.
0.098 FIG. 3 is an exemplary logical structure of paired
Scalar ALUs with dual format processing capabilities, illus
trating processing characteristics from FIGS. 1 and 2A-2D.
More specifically, FIG. 3 includes embodiments of a stream
processor configured to process data in any of a plurality of
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different formats. At least one embodiment includes a first

Scalar arithmetic logic unit (ALU), configured to process a
first plurality of sets of short format floating point data in
response to a received short format control signal from an
instruction set and process a first set of long format floating
point data in response to a received long format control
signal from the instruction set. Additionally, some embodi
ments include a second arithmetic logic unit (ALU), con
figured to process a second plurality of sets of short format
floating point data in response to a received short format
control signal from the instruction set, process a second set
of long format floating point data in response to a received
long format control signal from the instruction set, receive
the processed data from the first arithmetic logic unit (ALU),
and process the input data and the processed data from the
first ALU according to a control signal from the instruction
set. Some embodiments include a special function unit
(SFU) configured to provide additional computational func
tionality to the first ALU and the second ALU. Further, some
embodiments are configured such that wherein, in response
to receiving short format data, the stream processor is
configured to functionally divide at least one pair of the
ALUs to facilitate dual format processing with a variable
Single Instruction Multiple Data (SIMD) factor for short
formats and for long formats. Some embodiments are con
figured wherein the instruction set includes at least one
instruction to process in at least one of the following modes:
a short format operand mode, a long format operand mode,
and a mixed format operand mode. Some embodiments are
configured wherein the instruction set is configured to
control variable SIMD folding mode, when output data of
the first ALU is sent as an operand to the second ALU in long
format mode and wherein the output of one channel of the
first ALU is sent as an operand to the second channel of the
first ALU in a short format mode.

0099 More specifically, the two ALUs 310,320 of FIG.
3 may be configured operate in long and short data format
with SIMD factor 2 and 4, respectively. The depicted
structure illustrates data paths, which includes sectional
multipliers and adders combined with sectional Multiply
Accumulate (MACC) registers capable to process short and
long data. In this nonlimiting example, data from an SFU is
received at the accumulator registers of ALU0 and ALU1
(block 370). Coupled to the accumulator is a cache memory
data in module 372, as well as an ALU port P0 376. The
ALU port P0 can be configured to process 72 bits in four
segments. Coupled to the cache memory data in 372 is an
ALU port P1378. Similar to the ALU port P0376, the ALU
port P1 378 is also configured to process 72 bits of data in
four 18 bit segments. Coupled to the ALU port P1 is an ALU
port P2, configured to process 72 bits in four 18 bit seg
mentS.

0100 Coupled to ALU port P0, ALU port P1, and ALU
port P2 is ALU0 310, which includes an input multiplexor
382a and an input multiplexor 384a. The input multiplexor
382a includes output ports CH, A1H, BOL, A1L, and B1L,
while the input multiplexor 384a includes output ports AOH,
BOH, AOL, B1H and CL. The output CH is coupled to adder
396a while the outputs A1H and BOL are coupled to
multiplier 386.a. Multiplier 386a is also coupled to adder
396a. Outputs A1L and B1L are coupled to multiplier 388a,
which is coupled to 13 bit shifter 371a, which is coupled to
adder 396a.

0101 From input multiplexor 384a, outputs AOH and
BOH are coupled to multiplier 392a. Multiplier 392a is then
coupled to adder 399a. Outputs AOL and B1H are coupled
to multiplier 390a, which is coupled to 13 bit shifter 373a,

which is then coupled to adder 399a. Output CL is coupled
to 399a. Adders 396a and 399a are coupled together via
13-bit shifter and enable component 398a. A multiply accu
mulate units (MACC) 394a and 397a are also coupled to
adders 396a, and 399a, respectively. The output of adders
396a and 399a are coupled to low output DL and high output
DH, respectively.
0102 ALU port P0376, ALU port P1378 and ALU port
P2 380 are also coupled to ALU1 320 via delay registers
383. Delay registers 383 are coupled to input multiplexors
382b and 384b. Input multiplexor 382b includes output CH,
which is coupled to adder 396b. Outputs A1H and BOL are
coupled to multiplier 386b, which is coupled to adder 396b.
Outputs A1L and B1L are coupled to multiplier 388b, which
is coupled to 13 bit shifter 371b, which is then coupled to
adder 396b.

(0103) Outputs to input multiplexor 384b includes AOH
and BOH, which are coupled to multiplier 392b. Multiplier
392b is then coupled to adder 399b. Outputs AOL and B1H
are coupled to multiplier 390b, which is coupled to 13 bit
shifter 377b, which is then coupled to adder 399b. Output
CL is coupled to adder 399b. Adders 396b and 399b are
coupled via shifter and enable component 398b. Also
coupled to adders 396b and 399b are MACC 394b and 397b.
Adder 396b is coupled to low output DL, while adder 399b
is coupled to high output DH. Also included in this nonlim
iting example is a bypass component 395 outputting CL data
component 393, which are coupled between ALU0310 and
ALU1320, and facilitate a clock cycle delay in the operation
of ALU1320.

0104 One should note that while the components of FIG.
3 are described, the nonlimiting example of FIG. 3 is
intended to illustrate an exemplary logical structure of
operations. More specifically, the structure depicted with
respect to FIG. 3 illustrates principles of design of an ALU
with a split data path and a variable SIMD factor.
0105 FIG. 4 is an exemplary stream processing unit with
paired scalar ALUs, similar to the structure from FIG. 3. As
illustrated, input data is communicated to cache memory
unit 472, which includes L0, L1, S0, S1, S2, S3, etc. The

cache memory unit 472 communicates stored data to
memory out multiplexor 474, which is coupled to port P0
476, port P1 478 and port P2 480. Port P0476, port P1478,
and port P2 480 are also coupled to input multiplexor and
latch 482a, which are coupled to ALU0. ALU0, in this
nonlimiting example, is configured to calculate D0 from
A0*B0+C0, which is output to DOL.
0106 Port P0476, port P1478, and port P2 480 are also
coupled to delay register 483, which is coupled to input
multiplexor 482b, which is associated with ALU1. ALU1, in
this nonlimiting example, is configured to calculate D1 from
A1*B1+C1+D0. The solution can be output to D1L. Also
coupled to ALU1 is output port DOL from ALU0. As one of
ordinary skill in the art will understand, this particular
nonlimiting example includes a calculation in ALU1 of a
value from ALU0. More specifically, ALU0 calculates a
value of D0, which is then sent to delay register 386. From
the delay register, D0 is sent to ALU1 for calculation of D1.
0107 Also coupled to the outputs of both ALU0 and
ALU1 is multiplexor 484, which is coupled to special
function unit 470 shared between two ALUs. The special
function unit 470 is also coupled to the inputs of ALU0 and
ALU1 via delay register 483. Outputs to ALU0 and ALU1
are also coupled to the input of the cache memory unit 472,
as well as sent to other units.
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0108. Also included in the nonlimiting example of FIG.
4 is a SIMD microcoded controller 488, which can be

configured to determine and communicate the desired opera
tion control signal to the ALU0 and ALU1. Coupled to the
SIMD microcoded controller 488 is a control and address for

ALU component 490. Delay register 483 can be coupled
between control and address for ALU component 490 and
ALU1.

0109. One should note that as FIG. 3 is directed to an
embodiment where short data is being processed, FIG. 4 is
directed to an embodiment where long format is being
processed. More specifically, while embodiments of the
present disclosure include the ability to process short data,
long data, mixed data, etc., various nonlimiting examples
described herein can include processing any permutation of
data.

0110 FIG. 5A is a table illustrating exemplary arithmetic
functionality of paired scalar ALUs, such as the ALUs
illustrated in FIGS. 3 and 4. This table describes all possible
operations of a pair of ALUs (ALU0 and ALU1). Those
operations can be executed with short 18-bit, long 36-bit and
mixed 18-36 bit floating point data. All operations are
divided on three big groups: regular, blend, and cross
operations. In each group there are normal operations and
quad/double type operations for 18/36 bit data. Quad/double
type operations use data forwarding between sections of the
same ALU or ALU0 and ALU 1. On the top of table there
are columns which have exactly the same names as inputs of
ALU0 and ALU1 in FIG. 3 as well as data path control
signals on the same diagram.
0111 Each operation is described by two rows: first row
shows input data from ALU ports P0, P1, P2 (particular
elements P0.0, P0.1 etc) to be sent to ALU inputs (a, b, c),
status of few data path control signals and the second row
contains the formula which describes a result sent to outputs
dl and dh. The last column contains information about an

SIMD factor in this particular operation for the pair of
ALUs. This pair of ALUs may be replicated several times to
increase overall SIMD factor. The right side of the table
contains comments with abbreviated name of operation,
arithmetic function of ALU hardware using multiplication
sign “S” and addition sign “s” as well as involvement of
MAC register in particular operation. Below is a detailed
instruction set description may illustrate complete function
ality of proposed stream processor.

0112 FIG. 5B includes a GPU where a SIMD stream
processor is being used as computational core. This non
limiting example contains 4 stream processors and each of
the processors contains 4 pairs of ALU and 2 SFUs. Embodi
ments of the stream processor are configured to process
different types of data (both geometry and pixel/texel)
providing variable SIMD factor for those types of data via
using different command from its instruction set.
0113 Stream processor instructions may have length
from 3 to 9 bytes depending on instruction types and address
modes. Instruction contain following parts: (1) Main body
(general instructions and flow control instructions); (2)
Instruction prefixes which may forward results of general
instructions to SFU or repeat execution of general instruc
tion; and (3) Instruction modifiers which may scale oper
ands, set flags and control write back of result. Instruction
encoding principles are listed below:
TABLE 1.

1st byte of

2nd byte of

3rd byte of

instruction

instruction

instruction

Address bytes

General instruction format

Opcode

Operand address Operand
address

Operand
addresses

Instruction prefix (special function unit)
Prefix opcode

None

None

None

Instruction prefix (instruction repeat control)
Repeat opcode

Immediate value

None

None

Instruction modifier prefixes
Modifier Opcode Operand

None

None

modification

Data length prefix
Data length
opcode 1

Data length

None

None

opcode 2
Control Flow instructions

Control flow

Control flow

opcode 1

opcode 2

Displacement 1 Displacement 2

0114 Based on this format stream processor has follow
ing instruction set where instructions are grouped according
to functionality. An exemplary stream processor Instruction
set table is listed below:
TABLE 2
Format

Function

1st Byte

2nd Byte

3rd Byte

4-9 Bytes

0000 OOSD

short

short addr

B and D

address A

B/hign part A addresses'

NUMERICAL
INSTRUCTIONS
General instruction

MAC Multiply-

accumulate
MUL Multiply
ADD Add
SUB Subtract

MAD Multiply–add

(no MACC)

0000 01OD
0000 100D
0000 101D

000011SD

short

short addr

address A

B/hign part A addresses'

B and D

short

short addr

address A

C/hign part A addresses'

C and D

short

short addr

address A

Chign part A addresses'

C and D

short

short addr

address A

B/hign part A addresses'

B, C and D
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TABLE 2-continued
Format

Function

1st Byte

2nd Byte

3rd Byte

MAC Multiply-

accumulate long

O1BB

D

Short

CCSD

high part A7 address A

O1OO OCSD

D

4-9 Bytes
B, C and D

addresses'

form

MAC Multiply-

accumulate short B

Short

high part A7 address A

B, C and D

addresses'

addr

MAC Multiply-

O101. OCSD

accumulate long B

D

Short

high part A7 address A

B, C and D

addresses'

adr

ADD Add long

O110 OCOD

format
SUB Subtract long

Short

high part A7 address A
O110 OC1D

format
MOV Move

D
D

Short

high part A7 address A
O110 10xD

D

ADA ACC Add long
format

0110 110D

high part A7 address A
D
Short
high part A7 address A

SBAACC Subtract

O11O 111D

long format
MAA ACC Multiply- O111 OCsD
accumulate
MUAACC Multiply

O111 10s.D

D

Short

Short

high part A7 address A
D
Short
high part A7 address A
D

Short

high part A7 address A
MPA ACC multiply

O111 11 OD

plus ACC
MMA ACC multiply
minus ACC

D

Short

B, C and D

addresses'
B, C and D

addresses'
B, C and D

addresses'
B, C and D
addresses'
B, C and D

addresses'
B, C and D
addresses'
B, C and D

addresses'
B, C and D

high part A7 address A

addresses'

O111 111D

D
Short
high part A7 address A

B, C and D
addresses'

OOO1 OSSD

short

Short addr

B, C and D

address A

B/hign part A addresses'

short

Short addr

address A

B/hign part A addresses'

Cross product
XRS Cross product

2

Blend
BLN Blend

DP2 Dot product 2

BLF Folded blend
DPF Folded dot

OO1O OSSD

OO1O 1 SSD

OO11 OSSD
OO11 1 SSD

product
BL8 Short blend

1101 OSSD

SIMD 8
DPM Dot product

11011 SSD

mixed data

B, C and D

short

Short addr

address A

B/hign part A addresses'

B and D

short

Short addr

address A

B/hign part A addresses'

3

4

B, C and D

short

Short addr

address A

B/hign part A addresses'

B and D

short

Short addr

B, C and D

address A

B/hign part A

addresses'

short

Short addr

B and D

address A

B/hign part A

addresses'

short

Short addr

B, C and D

address A

B/hign part A addresses'

short

Short addr

B, C and D

address A

B/hign part A

addresses'

4

4

Dot Product 4

DP4 Dot product 4
DPI Dot product 4

1100 OSSD
11OO 1SSD

with IDCT Swizzle
NSTRUCTION
PREFIXES
SFU Forward
prefixes

REC Forward to 1 X

0001 1001

SQR Forward to

OOO1 1011

SQRT
RSQ Forward to

OOO1 1011

(SQRT
LOG Forward to
LOG

OOO1 1101

5
5
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TABLE 2-continued
Format

Function

1st Byte

EXP Forward to
EXP
SIN Forward to SIN

OOO1 1110

2nd Byte

3rd Byte

4-9 Bytes

00011111

Notes:

'Depending on the current operand length for operand B, C and destination
“If the instruction format is short the “S” field affects swap only but not write masking
If the instruction format is short or mixed the “S” field affects swap only but not write
masking
“If dot and cross product instructions sign is applied to 2" partials
If dot product 4 instructions sign is applied to 2" and 4" partials; by default the address
of the operand C is the address of the operand A plus 1
TABLE 3
Format

Function

st Byte

2nd Byte

3rd Byte

4-9 Bytes

Repeat prefixes
REP Repeat
instruction short no
MACC
REP Repeat
instruction short
MACC

110 Orr

REP Repeat

000 rrrr

repeat imm8

001 rrrr

repeat imm8

010 rrrr

repeat imm8

011 rrrr

repeat imm8

110 1rr

instruction up no
MACC

REP Repeat
instruction down no
MACC

REP Repeat

instruction up MACC
REP Repeat

instruction down
MACC
NSTRUCTION
MODIFIERS

instruction prefix
SCS Set Scale

1111 1100 set scale imm3

SCT Toggle scale

11111101 set scale imm3

OPS Set operand

1111 1110 set ops imm8

fields

OPT Toggle
operand fields
CFS Condition flags

11111111 set ops imm8
1111 Offf set cf imm8

Set

WBS Conditional

write-back set
WBT Conditional

write-back toggle

OOOOO111 OO10

set wb imm4
OOOOO111 OO11

set wb imm4

Data length prefix
DLS Data length set

OOOOO111 O1OO 11

DLT Data length
toggle

OOOOO111 O101 11
LL

LL

FLOW CONTROL
Branches and calls

IF Conditional jump

OOOOO111 OOO1 OO

with tag toggle rel
IF Conditional jump
with tag toggle abs

WW
OOOOO111 OOO1 O1
WW

disp16 low disp16 high

JC Conditional jump

OOOOO111 OOO1 10

disp8

relative

JC Conditional jump
absolute

disp8

WW

OOOOO111 OOO1 11
WW

disp16 low disp16 high
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TABLE 3-continued
Format

Function

1st Byte

2nd Byte

JMP Unconditional

OOOOO111 OOOO 10

jump relative

3rd Byte

4-9 Bytes

disp8

OO

JMP Unconditional

OOOOO111 OOOO 11

jump absolute

disp16 low disp16 high

OO

CALL Unconditional
call relative

OOOOO111 OOOO 10
O1

disp8

disp16 low disp16 high

CALL Unconditional

OOOOO111 OOOO 11

call absolute
RETUnconditional return

O1
00000111 0000 10
10

ENDIF Uncond jump

OOOOO111 OOOO 10

rel set cond off

disp8

11

ENDIF Uncond jump

OOOOO111 OOOO 11

abs set cond off

disp16 low disp16 high

11

Loop control
FOR Set index

0000 0110 set cnt imm8

counter for a loop
LOOP Loop relative

OOOOO111 OOOOOO II

disp8

OOOOO111 OOOOO1 II

disp16 low disp16 high

OOOOO111 OOOO 11

short

short

LOOP Loop relative
Ong

Lookup
LKP lookup at the
constant page

10

hign part A

address A

Notes:

- Depending on the current operand length for operand B, C and destination
°- In the instruction format is short the “S” field affects swap only but not write masking
- MACC featured, repeat initialization from operand C, no initialization when no repeat
(operand C is ignored)

- no MACC featured, if bit “C” is set the operand C address = operand B address +
cc - 1

- MACC featured and initialized with “0” in repeats, the “cc” field always selects oper
and C address

operand addresses - in the order operand A, operand B, operand C, destination depend
ing on the length and presence

TABLE 4

TABLE 6

Field descriptor

S

Swap folded parts

Field Description
O

A.
B
C

Operand A
Operand B
Operand C

D
d

Destination
Destination to ACC write enable

S
S

Swap folded parts
Sign for blend, DP4 and Cross product

1

TABLE 7
Conditional write-back
control

rrr(r) Repeat index
WW

II

Conditional branch and write-back control

Do not Swap
Swap folded parts

WW

Conditional loop control (same conditions as for branch and write-

OO

back)

O1

Always write
Write if only Zero tag set (=0)
Write if only Sign tag set (<0)
Write if only both Zero and
Sign tags set (SO)

10
11

TABLE 5
D

Destination to
ACC

TABLE 8

O

Enable write to
ACC

r

Repeat count

1

Disable write to
ACC

OOO
OO1
O10

Repeat by set
Repeat to 2
Repeat to 3
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TABLE 8-continued
r

TABLE 9

Repeat count

O11
1OO

WW

Conditional branch and loop

or II

control

Repeat to 4
Repeat to loop or fork
index
Repeat to 6
Repeat to 7
Repeat to 8

101
110
111

OO
O1
10
11

Always do
Do if only Zero tag set (=O)
Do if only Sign tag set (<0)
Do if only both Zero and Sign
tags set (SO)

TABLE 10

Instruction coding main matrix (first byte of instruction)
x0 x1
Ox

x2

x3

MAC

x4 x5

x6

X7

MUL

FOR

ESC

x8

x9

XA

ADD

XB

XC

SUB

XE

XF

MAD

1x

XRS

2x

BLN

DP2

3x

BLF

DPF

NOP REC SQR RSQ rsrvd LOG EXP SIN

4x

MAC short B address

Sx
6x

XD

MAC long B address
ADD

SUB

ADD

SUB

ADD

SUB

ADD

SUB

long

long

long

long

long

long

long

long

form

form

form

form

form

form

form

form

7x
8x
9x
AX
Bx

MAC ACC multiply-accumulate
REP long format counting up no MACC
REP long format counting down with MACC
REP long format counting up no MACC
REP long format counting down with MACC

Cx

DP4

DPI

Dx

BL8

DPM

Ex

REP short format without MACC

REP short format with MACC

Fx

CFS

SCS

SCT

OPS

OPT

TABLE 11

Instruction coding main matrix (second byte of instruction
O7

x0

x1

x2

x3

Ox NOP LOOP rel
1x
IF rel
2x
3x
4x
Sx
6x
7x
8x
9x
AX
Bx
Cx
Dx
Ex

x4

NOP

x5

x6 x7

LOOP abs.
IF abs

x8

JMP r

x9

XA

CALL r RET
JC rel
WBS
WBT

XB

XC

ENDIF r

JMP a

XD

XE

CALL a LKP
JC abs
DLS
DLT

XF

ENDIF a
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0115 FIG. 6 is an exemplary flow diagram and logical
structure of a stream processor with 4 scalar ALUs, similar
to the ALUs from FIGS. 3 and 4. As illustrated, input data
is being sent to four ALUs, labeled ALU0, ALU1, ALU2,
and ALU3. More specifically, input data 602a in sent to the
input port of ALU0. Additionally, control and address from
command decoder 602e is input into ALU0, as well as
common data 602f. Also input into ALU0 is data from SFU
670. During instruction execution cycle 1, this data is
processed in ALU0.
0116. During execution cycle 1, input data 602b is sub
jected to delay register 683a, and is then sent to input port

I0123 RSQ r3.x, r3.x //Reciprocal square root of result in
X-component

0.124 MUL r2, r2, r3.x //Scaling all components with
RSQ result.
0.125 To process 4 sets of data, this sequence can be
repeated 4 times, taking 16 instruction cycles. One can also
consider an implementation of the same task on SIMD
stream processor with scalar ALUs illustrated on FIGS. 7B
and 7C:

0.126 Example function: vector Normalized Difference
(Vector V1, vector V2)
I0127 Comparison of traditional implementation with

of ALU1. Control and address from command decoder 602e

SIMD stream scalar ALU architecture. SIMD with scalar

is subjected to delay register 683d and is then input into
ALU1. Similarly, common data 602f is subjected to delay
register 683e and is input into ALU1. Data from SFU 670 is
sent to ALU1 without delay. During instruction execution
cycle 2 ALU1 processes the received data.
0117. During execution cycle 1, input data 602c is sub
jected to delay register 683b. During execution cycle 2, this
data is subjected to delay register 683p. Input data 602c is

ALUs implementation: V1->rO.xyzw-rOO) rO 1, ro2.
r03 V2->r1.xyzw-r10, r11, r12, r13. (x,y,z,w
components of graphics data vector, rO-3 addressed as
separate scalars)

then sent to ALU2. ALU2 also receives control and address

from command decoder 602e via delay register 683d and via
delay register 683g. Similarly, common data is communi
cated to ALU2 via delay register 683e and 683h. ALU3
receives input data 602d via delay register 683c in instruc
tion execution cycle 1, via delay register 6834 in instruction
execution cycle 2, and via delay register 683fin instruction
execution cycle 3. Similarly, control and address from
command decoder 602e is received at ALU3 via delay
register 683d in instruction execution cycle 1, via delay
register 683g in instruction execution cycle 2, and via delay
register 683i in instruction execution cycle 3. Common data
is received at ALU3 via delay register 683e in instruction
execution cycle 1, via delay register 683h in instruction
execution cycle 2, and via delay register 683i in instruction
execution cycle 3. The output of ALU3 is sent to output
buffer with 4 slots of width M (4xM) 604 and to multiplexor
672, which is coupled to an input port of SFU. Similarly,
output from ALU2, ALU1, and ALU0 are sent to multi
plexor 672. The output of ALU2 is sent to output buffer 4xM
604 via delay register 683o. The output of ALU1 is sent to
output buffer 4xM 604 via delay register 863l and via delay
register 683n. The output of ALU0 is sent to 4xM 604 via
delay register 683r, via delay register 683k, and delay
register 683 m. One should note that in at least one embodi
ment, the configuration illustrated in FIG. 6 can include
logic for removing at least one delay from the data path.
0118 FIG. 7A is a flowchart illustrating an exemplary
normalized vector difference processing in a vector ALU.
More specifically, one can consider a nonlimiting example
when calculation of normalized vector difference is executed
on traditional vector ALU and stream SIMD scalar ALUs.
FIG. 7A shows the data flow for vector normalized differ

ence calculation. Example function: Vector Normalized
Difference (Vector V1, vector V2) vector architecture imple
mentation:

0119 //Data allocation: V1->rO.xyzw V2->r1.xyzw (x,y,
Z,w are components of graphics data vector)
0120 //Program for vector ALU
0121 SUB r2, rO, r1 //subtraction of all components
0122 DP3 r3.x, r2, r2 //dot product of three components
with result in X-component

TABLE 12
Vector ALU

Stream SIMD scalar ALU

Comment

SUB r2, rO, Repl (< 3) SUB r2),

Subtraction of all components

DP3 r3.x, r2, Repl (< 3) MAC Null,
r2
r2, r2

dot product of all components
with result in X-component,
implemented as multiply
accumulate

RSQ r3.x,

Repl (< 3) RSQ ACC,

Reciprocal square root of

r3.x

FWD

result in X-component,

MUL r2, r2, Repl (< 3) MUL r2),

forwarded to Special Function
unit, paired with MAC
Scaling all components with

r3.x

r2), ACC

RSQ result

Repl (< 3) SUB r2),
r0,r1

Scalar Address offset j = 0,
j = j + 1, . . .

I0128 FIG. 7B is a flowchart of an exemplary processing
routine in a proposed stream scalar ALU combined with an
SFU, while FIG. 7C is a continuation of FIG. 7B. According
to the nonlimiting examples of FIGS. 7B and 7C, SIMD
stream processor with Scalar ALUs can process 4 sets of
graphics vector data simultaneously and it takes 10 instruc
tion cycles (9+1) versus 16 cycles in traditional vector
architecture. The efficiency grows with reduction of vector
size, with 2-element vectors the same data can be processed
in 8 cycles versus same 16 cycles in traditional vector ALU.
I0129 FIG. 8 is an exemplary ALU module, implement
ing functionality of the ALUs from FIG. 6. More specifi
cally, the nonlimiting example of FIG. 8 can be viewed as an
exemplary embodiment of ALU0 from FIG. 6. Embodi
ments of the ALU include four main parts: a data path with
a dual format multiply-accumulate unit 872 and necessary
input and output multiplexors 870, 874; a register pool
containing delay registers 883a, a write-back register 876, a
plurality of accumulators 878 for each thread; a temporary
SRAM with a local ALU temporal register file 880; and a
local control unit with necessary state machine and address
generator 882.
0.130. As illustrated, input data INO is sent to multiplexor
870 in the data path portion of the ALU. Input data IN1, IN2,
and IN3 are sent to delay register 883c, delay register 883d.
and delay register 883e, respectively, and then to output.
Control and address signal CAI is sent to delay register 883a
and then to output, as well as to an input port of the control
state machine and address generator 882 in the local control
portion of the ALU. The common data input CDI is sent to
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delay register 883b. From delay register 883b, the common
data CDI is sent to output, as well as to an input port of
mulitplexor 870.
0131. Also received at multiplexor 870 is data RD0 and
RD1 from SRAM register file 880, as well as data from
writeback register 876, and data from thread accumulator
registers 878. The multiplexor 870 is illustrated as having
three output ports, each configured to communicate “M” bits
of data. The output ports of multiplexor 870 are coupled to
dual format multiply accumulate (MACC) unit 872, dis
cussed in more detail below. The output of the dual format
MACC unit 872 is coupled to the second input port of
multiplexor 874, as well as to the input of writeback register
876. The output of the writeback component 876 is, as
discussed above, is coupled to the input of multiplexor 870,
as well as to input port WDATA of SRAM register file,
output O0, and output FW. Output from multiplexor 874 is
coupled to thread accumulator registers 878, which, as
discussed above, is coupled to the input of multiplexor 870.
Also discussed above, address and control CAI is coupled,
via delay register 883a, to control state machine and address
generator 882. The control state machine and address gen
erator outputs data to SRAM register file at ports RA0, RA1,
WA and WE.

0132 FIG. 9 is an exemplary modular stream processor
with 4 ALUs, similar to the ALUs from FIGS. 3 and 4, but

built using a scalar processor module described in FIG. 8.
The structure shows an SIMD stream multiprocessor using
the same scalar processor module described on FIG. 8. Such
approach simplifies design and verification efforts, which
can be applied to one machine module that will be used to
build scalable SIMD stream processor. Also, similar to FIG.
8, address and control signal (CAI from FIG. 8) is input into
CAI of ALU0. Common Data (CDI from FIG. 8) is input
into CDI of ALU0. As illustrated in FIG. 6, ALU0 receives

input from input buffer 4xM directly to IN0. ALU0 then
processes the received data, but the data is subjected to three
delays (illustrated as delay register 683r, 683k, and 683m in
FIG. 6). In FIG. 8, the delays are represented via the
coupling of outputs to inputs within ALU0. More specifi
cally, the data is received at IN0, processed, and output to
O0. O0 is coupled to In3, which processes the data (repre
senting the first delay) and outputs to O3. O3 is coupled to
IN2, which processes the data (representing the second
delay) and outputs to O2. O2 is coupled to IN1, which
processes the data (representing the third delay) and outputs
to O1. The output from O1 is coupled to Output buffer 4xM.
0.133 With respect to ALU1, the control and address
signal and the common data signal are received at CAI and
CDI of ALU1, respectively. As illustrated in FIGS. 6 and 8.
these signals are subjected to a delay prior to being received
at ALU1. This delay is represented by being input through
ALU0, output to CA0 and CD0, respectively, and then being
sent to CAI and CDI of ALU1. Input data from Input buffer
4xM is received at IN1 of ALU1. As illustrated in FIG. 6,

input data is subjected to a delay (delay register 683a in FIG.
6) prior to being processed by ALU1. This delay is imple
mented in FIG. 9 via the coupling of output O1 being
coupled to IN0. The data is then processed and output to O0.
Output O0 is coupled to IN3 for creating the output delays,
as illustrated in FIG. 6. The two output delays are created via
the processing from IN3 to O3 (delay register 6831) and the

processing from IN2 to O2 (delay register 683n). Once
Subjected to the two delays, the output data can be sent to
output buffer 4xM.
I0134. With respect to ALU2, the control and address
signal and the common data signal are subjected to two
delays via ALU0 and ALU1, and then input at CAI and CDI
of ALU2. Input data is received from input buffer 4xM at
input port IN2 of ALU2. To facilitate the two input delays,
illustrated in FIG. 6, the received signal is processed (delay
register 683b in FIG. 6) and output to O2. The signal is then
received at IN1, processed (delay register 683p) and output
to O1. The input data is then received at IN0, processed to
achieve the desired output data, and sent to output O0. To
facilitate the output delay, the output data is sent to IN3.
processed (delay register 683O) and output to Output buffer
4xM.

I0135 With respect to ALU3, the control and address
signal and the common data are received at CAI and CDI of
ALU3, after being subjected to three delays (ALU0, ALU1,
and ALU2). The input data is sent to IN3 and subjected to
three input delays. The first input delay occurs through
processing in ALU3 between IN3 and O3 (delay register
683c). The input signal is sent from O3 to IN2, and then
subjected to a second delay (delay register 6839) in ALU3.
The input data is then output to O2 and sent to IN1. The
input data is then delayed (delay register 683f) and output to
O1. The input data is then sent to IN0, processed and output
to O0. The output data is then sent to Output buffer 4xM.
I0136. Additionally, as also illustrated in FIG. 8, the
output data is coupled to output port FW to be sent to the
special function unit (SFU) 980. The output data can then be
sent to multiplexor 970. Multiplexor 970 is coupled to SFU
which can further process the output data, for input to input
port SF on each ALU.
I0137. One part of the stream ALU module is the Multiply
Accumulate unit, which can be configured to support a
variable SIMD factor processing, which can require dual
floating point data formats and the ability to fold (reduce) the
SIMD factor and process data horizontally. One should note
that in this disclosure, the acronym “MAC is reserved for
Multiply Accumulate registers, while "MACC and “Mul
tiply Accumulate Unit” refer to a dual format Multiply
Accumulate Unit, such as component 872 from FIG. 8.
0.138. Additionally, as illustrated in FIG.9, embodiments
may be configured such that ALU0, ALU1, ALU2, and
ALU3 are configured to receive operation data from the
Special Function Unit (SFU), where the operation data is
configured to indicate an operation to perform on the
received data. Similarly, some embodiments are configured
Such that ALU0, is configured to send common data to
ALU1. ALU1 may be configured to send common data to
ALU2. ALU2 may be configured to send common data to
ALU3.

0.139 FIGS. 10A-10C are diagrams illustrating exem
plary data flow and formats for Multiply Accumulate
(MACC) units, such as the MACC unit from FIG.8. More
specifically, referring back to FIG. 8, the MACC unit 872
can be configured to process long data (floating point,
integer, etc.), short data (floating point, integer, etc.), and
mixed data (floating point, integer, etc.) with increased
performance when processing operands with short data.
0140 FIG. 10A is an exemplary logical data flow struc
ture of a Multiply Accumulate Unit and illustrates the ability
to operate with two different data formats, which can be
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referred to as long and short floating point formats.
Described below steps that can be taken in floating point
data processing according to a floating point arithmetic
algorithm:
0141 1) Short and/or long exponent processing when
exponents for multiplicands are added and exponents for
addition operands are Subtracted.
0142. 2) Multiplication of mantissas for short and/or long
operands in sectional multiplier.
0143 3) Short and/or long mantissa complement accord
ing to a sign of operation and operand modifiers defining
addition or Subtraction.

0144. 4) Short and/or long mantissa alignment before
their addition/subtraction, which requires shift according to
exponent difference.
0145 5) Short and/or long mantissa addition/subtraction
for multiply–add operands.
0146 6) Short and/or long mantissa addition/subtraction
with pre-aligned MACC register content.
0147 7) Normalization of result which may require man
tissa shift with related exponent update before sending it to
output buffer.
0148. As illustrated in FIG. 10B, long floating point data
can be implemented in 36 bits, with bits 35-31 being
associated with exponent high bits es-ea. Bits 30-18 repre
sent mantissa high, which include m-mo. Bit 17 represents
exponent value e. Bits 16-13 represent exponent low, bits
e-eo. Bit 12 represents mantissa sign m, which is part of

mantissa low, as well as bits 11-0, which represent m-m014.9 FIG. 10C illustrates short floating point data,
beginning with short floating point data for channel 1. These
two short data items may be on the place of long format data
described in FIG. 10B. More specifically, bit 35 is associated
with exponent bit ea. Bits 34-31 are associated with expo
nent high bits e-eo. Bits 29-18 are associated with mantissa
high, bits m-mo. For the short floating point data associ
ated with channel 0, bit 17 is associated exponent bit ea. Bits
16-13 are associated with exponent low, bits e-eo. Mantissa
sign bit m is associated with bit 12, and bits 11-0 are
associated with mantissa low bits m-mo.
0150 FIG. 11 is an exemplary detailed internal logical
structure of a floating point datapath of a MACC unit,
similar to the MACC unit from FIG. 8 and implementing
data flow from FIG. 10A. More specifically MACC unit 872,
as illustrated in FIG. 8 can be configured to process both
short and long floating point (FP) data. The exemplary
floating point datapath illustrated in FIG. 11 includes the
following main parts, which can be configured to process
one set of long operands (ABC) or two sets of short operands
(2xabc).
0151. 1) Exponent processing part where long and short
exponents are processed in appropriate channels;
0152 2) Mantissa processing part where long and short
mantissas are processed. The exemplary floating point data
path of FIG. 11 is implemented according to a floating point
multiply–add algorithm with additional accumulator unit.
0153. MACC unit 872 can include a short exponent
calculation and scale unit for channel 0 (SECS0) 1120.
SECS0 receives the five bits associated with the high
exponent bits for operand “A” from channel 1 (hereinafter
“a1). Additionally, SECS0 receives the five low exponent
bits for operand “B” from channel 0 (hereinafter “b0), the
five low exponent bits for operand a1, the five low exponent
bits for operand b1, and the five exponent bits associated

with third operand cl (where cl denotes the operation ab+c).
Also received at SECS0 are scale coefficients for operands
C, B and A scal c, scal h, and scal 1. Outputs from SECS0
include a short 6-bit exponent, which is sent to the comple
ment and alignment shifter unit (CASU) 1139 operand
mantissa alignment before addition. The SECSO also outputs
a short 6-bit exponent to final adder (CPA or CLA) and
Normalization Unit 1147 to output final values of exponent
and provide a desired final output from the FP datapath.
0154 The Long Exponent Calculation and Scale unit
(LECS) 1140 receives combined 10-bit input from the
exponent data associated with operand ao and a1, the
combined 10-bit input from the exponent data associated
with operand ao and a1, and the combined 10 bit input from
third operand ch and cl. Also received are operand scale
coefficients scal c and scal h. Output from LECS 1040
include three 11-bit outputs that are sent to CASU 1139, as
well as a long 11-bit exponent sent to final adder and
Normalization Unit 1147.

0155 The mixed exponent and short exponent calcula
tion and scale unit channel 1 (MESEC1) 1130 receives five
bits from operand ad low exponent. Additionally, MESEC1
receives five bits from operand bd high exponent, five bits
from operand ao high exponent, operand b0 high exponent,
and ch e, operand b0 low exponent, operand b1 low expo
nent, as well as the 10 bits from b0 and b1 high exponent and
cat(ch e, cle). The MESEC1 also receives scal c, scal h,
and scal 1. Output from MESEC1 are three sets of data
(either 6 bits or 11 bits, depending on the particular oper
ands) to CASU 1139, as well as a short 6 bit exponent to
CPA/CLA and Normalization Unit 1147.

0156 With regard to the mantissa associated with chan
nel 0, multiplier 1131 receives operand a1 low mantissa (13
bits) and operand b1 high mantissa (13 bits). Multiplier 1133
receives operand a1 high mantissa (13 bits) and operand b0
low mantissa (13 bits). Both multiplier 1131 and multiplier
1133 output 26 bits to CASU 1139. Additionally received at
CASU 1139 for channel 0 are cl m (13 bits), as well as sign
bits sign h, sign l, and sign c. Similarly, for channel 1,
multiplier 1135 receives operand ao mantissa high (13 bits)
and operand b0 mantissa high (13 bits). Multiplier 1137
receives operand a1 mantissa low (13 bits) and operand b1
mantissa high (13 bits). Sign bits sign h, sign l, and sign c
(for long format), as well as operation modifiers abs c and
neg care also received at CASU 1139 for channel 1.
(O157 Output from CASU 1139 include six 26-bit outputs
for short format operands to multi-input adder (MAD CSA
unit) 1141, which implements a step of multiply–add
(MAD). This unit 1141 can be configured to be implemented
using carry-save adders (CSA) with multiple inputs includ
ing four 37-bit signals (for long format operands) sent to
MAD CSA Unit 1141 and two 39-bit signals sent to MAD
CSA Unit 1141 from CASU 1139. MAD CSA unit 1141

outputs two 2+26 bit outputs to multiply accumulate
(MACC) carry save adder (CSA) unit 1145 or 2+40 bits to
MAC CSA unit 1145 (long format). The MAC CSA unit
operand 1145 can be configured to output two 5-26 bit
outputs for short format and a 5+40 bit output (long format)
to Final Adder and Normalization Unit 1147. The MAC CSA

unit 1145 also outputs 5+40 bits (long format) and two sets
of 5+26 bits (short format) to MAC register 1143, which is
coupled to the complement and alignment shifter 1144. The
complement and alignment shifter 1144 outputs two 5-26
bit signals and a 5+40 bit signal for long format back to
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MAC CSA unit 1145. Final Adder and Normalization unit

1147 outputs two short format results with the form of one
sign bit, five exponent bits, and 13 mantissa bits (s5e 13m).
Additionally, in at least one embodiment, the Final Adder
and Normalization unit 1147 can output a long format
operand in the form s10e26m.
0158. Described below are two possible implementations
of dual format multiplication-add-accumulate operation
described on FIG. 11: separate data paths for short data
formats and long data formats when we use separate circuits
to process different data formats and share only output
data/result buffer; and a combined data path when we use
same circuits with some extra logic to process both short and
long format data in interleaved manner.
0159 FIG. 12 is an exemplary diagram of a separate short
exponent calculation, similar to the short exponent calcula
tion channel from FIG. 11. This short exponent channel
receives exponents of three short operands and exponent of
MACC to calculate the resulting exponent and number of
shifts for operand mantissa alignment units. The short chan
nel contains 4 levels of exponent adders: adders for multi
plication 1212 and 1214, adders for addition 1204, 1206 and
1208, adders for MACC 1216, 1218, 1222, 1224 and adders

for operand scale 1242, 1244, 1246 (2x, 4x etc). The short
channel also contains multiplexors 1210, 1226, 1232, 1234,
1236 to select correct input for mentioned above adders and
MAC exponent register 1228. Additionally, the short chan
nel contains priority encoder 1220 which generates control
signal for multiplexors based on negative or positive results
on the output of selected adders. As the result of operation
short mantissa channel generates few signals to be used in
short mantissa channel. These signals include the following:
exponent for channel 0 and a group of mantissa shift signals
for alignment units including shift of short operand c, shift
of short operands a and b, shift for MACC register value.
Table 13 describes output control functionality with CPA
1208 sign outputs defining the condition for routing for each
output signal (see encoder table x1 x2 x3 inputs in FIG. 12):
TABLE 13
Output
Condition OX1
CPA 1208A

Condition 1 x2
CPA 1208B

NOT(clic a1h * b0l) NOT(a11 * b1 h >
a1h * bOl)

Condition 2 x3
CPA 1208C

a1h * bOls
a1 * b1

NOT(clic a1h * b0l) a11 * b1 h > a1h * bO NOT(a1h * bOls
a11 * b1h)
NOT(clic a1h * b0l) a11 * b1 h > a1h * b0l a1h * bOls

control
code

O

O
O

a1 * b1

cle a1h * bOl

cle a1h * bOl

NOT(a11 * b1 h >
a1h * bOls
a1h * bOl)
a1 * b1
a11 * b1 h > a1h * b0l) NOT(a1h * bOls

1

1

a11 * b1h)
cle a1h * bOl

a1 * b1 is a1 * bO

NOT(clic a1h * b0l) NOT(a11 * b1 h >
a1h * bOl)
cle a1h * bOl

NOT(a11 * b1 h >

a1h * bOl)
MAC operation only MAC operation only

a1 * bO >
a1 * b1

1

NOT(a1h * bOls
a11 * b1h)

2

NOT(a1h * bOls

2

a11 * b1h)
MAC operation

3

only

(0160 More specifically, as discussed above, SECSO 1120
receives input from cle, operand b1 e high exponent (5
bits), operand a1 elow exponent (5 bits), operand b0 elow
exponent (5 bits) and operand a1 e high exponent (5 bits).

These inputs are coupled to zero exponent detector 1202.
Zero exponent detector 1202 can be configured to output a
signal if the exponent equals 0. Additionally, Zero exponent
detector 1202 outputs 5 of clebits to carry propagate adder
(CPA) 1204, which is part of the CPA for addition, as well
as to the 1 input to multiplexor 1210. Two sets of five bits
are also sent to another CPA 1212, and two sets of five bits

are sent from Zero exponent detector 1202 to CPA 1214. CPA
1212 sends data (6 bits) to CPA for addition 1204, to CPA
for MAC 1218 as well as to the 0 input to multiplexor 1210.
CPA for multiplication 1214 sends output to CPA for addi
tion 1206, CPA 1208, CPA for MAC 1222, and input 2 for
multiplexor 1210.
(0161 CPA for addition 1204 sends 6 bits of data to the O
input of multiplexor 1232, as well as to inverter 1250, which
inverts the signal and sends the inverted signal to input 1 of
multiplexor 1234. CPA for addition 1204 also generates a
negative result (<0) signal for encoder 1220, which controls
multiplexors 1230, 1232, 1234, and 1236. CPA for addition
1206 sends 6 bits to input 2 of multiplexor 1232, as well as
inverter 1254, which inverts the signal and sends the
inverted signal to input 1 of multiplexor 1236. CPA for
addition 1206 also generates a negative result (<0) signal for
encoder 1220. CPA for addition 1208 sends a negative result
(<0) signal to encoder 1220, as well as six bits to input 2 of
multiplexor 1234 and input 0 of multiplexor 1236, via
inverter 1252. Multiplexor control input 1210 is coupled an
output of to “or block 1230, as well as encoder 1220.
Additionally, multiplexor 1210 outputs 6 bits to “and” block
1240, as well as six bits of data to channel 1.
(0162 CPA for MAC 1216 sends six bits of data to

multiplexor 1232. CPA for MAC 1218 sends 6 bits to input
3 of multiplexor 1234. CPA for MAC 1222 sends 6 bits to
input 3 of multiplexor 1236. CPA for MAC 1224 sends 6 bits
to AND block 1240. Multiplexor 1226 receives 6 bits from
multiplexor 1210 into input 1, as well as 6 bits from MAC
exponent register 1228. Output from multiplexor 1210 is
sent to the input of MAC exponent register 1228, as well as
to channel 0 output.
(0163 Multiplexor 1242 outputs 6 bits to CPA for operand
scale 1242, which also receives scale c, where scale c

represents scale operand 2x, 4x and scale 1 represents scale
2x, 4x, etc. of a result in the multiplication operation before
addition with c I. CPA 1242 outputs data of mantissa
shift cl value, which can be used by alignment shifter. CPA
for operand scale 1244 receives the output from multiplexor
1234, as well as scale 1 (scaling the result of multiplier
X 1), and outputs 6 bits to mantissa shift I0. CPA for
operand scale 1246 receives 6 bits of input from multiplexor
1236, as well as scale h (scaling the result of multiplier
X h), and outputs 6 bits to mantissa shift h0, which can be
used in mantissa alignment shifter. AND gate 1240 receives
output from CPA for MAC as well as 6 bits from multiplexor
1210. AND gate 1240 outputs 6 bits to mantissa shift macc0
output, which can between used in MAC alignment shifter.
0164 FIG. 13 is an exemplary diagram of a short expo
nent calculation, similar to the short exponent calculation
from FIG. 11. Short exponent channel 1 is almost symmetri
cal to exponent channel 0 from FIG. 12 and has similar
functionality except the possibility to add channel 0 short
exponent value to the final output exponent. This feature can
support variable SIMD factor in short operand processing
mode. More specifically, as shown, inputs include operand
a0 high exponent (5 bits), operand b0 high exponent (5 bits),
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operand ao low exponent (5 bits), operand b1 high exponent
(5 bits) and exponent short operandch e. While the circuitry
of the short exponent calculation channel 0 (FIG. 12) and the
short exponent calculation channel 1 (combined with mixed
exponent channel) of FIG. 13 are similar, one notable
distinction is the presence in FIG. 13 of multiplexor 1355.
Multiplexor 1355 receives exponent from channel 0 (FIG.
12 output), as well as output from MAC component register
1328. Multiplexor 1355 outputs data to the CPAs for MAC
of FIG. 12. This data (along with the input data can be
processed to provide signals with exponent value channel 1,
mantissa shift mac1, mantissa shift h1, mantissa shift I1,
and mantissa shift ch.

0.165 FIG. 14 is an exemplary diagram of a short man
tissa path for various channels, explaining in detail, the
mantissa path the path illustrated in FIG. 11. One purpose of
this structure is to provide operations on mantissa parts of
short floating point operands. This structure can be config
ured to implement the same operation d=ab+c+MAC and
contains necessary hardware blocks. The short mantissa
datapath includes two almost symmetric parts: short man
tissa channel 0 and channel 1 (left and right side of FIG. 13
respectively). They contain sectional multipliers 1431, 1433,
1435, 1437 sending their output to complement and align
ment shifter units 1439a, b, c, d, e, f, g, h, marked by
(+/-/>>), which aligns operand mantissa according to
selected exponent value. These units also complement or
negate input mantissa values according to operation signs
(addition versus subtraction). These units are combined with
adders 1441a, 1441b and 1445a, 1441b implemented as
carry-save adder trees, which add multiplication results with
operand c low and c high as well as addition with macc
low and macc high. MAC short mantissa registers 1430a
and 1430b contain accumulated short mantissa value. Full

adders and normalizers 1447a and 1447b generate final
values of short mantissa and exponent for both channels.
0166 More specifically, as discussed above, a multiplier
XOL1431 receives 14 bits of input associated with operand
b1 low mantissa, as well as 14 bits associated with operand
a1 low mantissa. Multiplier 1433 receives 13 bits associated
with operand b0 low mantissa and 13 bits from operand
a1 high mantissa. CASU 1439a receives 6 bits associated

result, and outputs the result. The result includes a sign bit,
5 exponent bits, and 13 mantissa bits (s5e 13m) and goes to
dl output.
(0168 Also as discussed above, multiplier X1H 1435
receives operand ao high mantissa and operand b0 high
mantissa. Multiplier X1L 1437 receives operand a 0 low
mantissa and operand b1 high mantissa. CASU 1439d
receives the output from multiplier X1H 1435 (26 bit
product mantissa) as well as 6 bits from shift I1 (exponent
channel output) for operand mantissa alignment and one bit
with sign value from sign h. CASU 1439e receives 26 bits
from multiplier 1437, 6 bits from shift h1, and one bit from
sign I. CASU 1439f receives 13 bits from ch m, 6 bits from
shift ch, and one bit from sign c. MAD CSA tree 1441b is
configured to receive 26 bit prealigned mantissa from CASU
1439d, 26 bits from CASU 1439e, and 26 bit mantissa from

CASU 1439?.
(0169. Additionally MAC h register 1430b receives data
(5+26 bits) from MAC CSA tree 1445b. Multiplexor 1432
receives data (5+26 bits) from MAC h 1430b, as well as
data from MAD CSA tree 1441a from channel 0. CASU

1439h receives 5+26 bits of data from multiplexor 1432, as
well as mantissa shift macc1 signal from exponent channel.
MAC CSA tree 1445b receives data from CASU 1439h

(5+26 bits) as well as 2+26 bits of data from MAD CSA tree
1441b. Full adder and Normalizer 1447b receive data expo
nent from exponent channel 1, as well as 5+26 bits of data
from MAC CSA tree 1445b. Full Adder and Normalizer

1447b sends s5e13m result bits of data to output dh.
0170 FIG. 15 is an exemplary diagram of a long expo
nent calculation, similar to the exponent calculation from
FIG. 11. The nonlimiting example of FIG. 15 includes four
adder levels with appropriate multiplexors similar to short
exponent channel on FIGS. 11 and 12. The difference is that
this channel processes a set of 10-bit long exponents of
versus set of 5-bit short exponents in FIGS. 11, 12. Long
exponent processing channel Suppose to generate all oper
ands shift signals for mantissa alignment in mantissa pro
cessing channel and result exponent for further normaliza
tion.

0171 Table 14 presents routing functionality of long
exponent channel

with shift cland 13 bits associated with c m, as well as a bit

associated with sign c. CASU 1439b receives the 26 bit
output from multiplier 1431, as well as 6 bits for prealign
ment shift control from shift I0, which in output of short
exponent channel output (FIG. 12), and sign value sign I.
CASU 1439c receives 26-bit product mantissa from multi
plier XOH 1433, 6 bits for prealignment shift control from
with shifth 0 output of short exponent channel and sign value
sign h.
(0167. The output from the CASUs (1439a, 1439b,
1439c) are input to MAD CSA tree 1441a, (with corre
sponding table showing a number of CSA levels and extra
bits). MAD CSA tree 1441a outputs 2+26 bits of data to
MAC CSA tree 1445a and to multiplexor 1432. Extra bits
are configured to catch up overflow of the mantissa in the
MAC loop before alignment and normalization. CPA adder

TABLE 1.4

Output MUX control
Condition O

for

Sign output of CPA Condition 1
1503
Sign output of CPA 1509

NOT(C > A * B)
NOT(C > A * B)

NOT((A * B or C) > MAC)
(A * B or C) > MAC

C -A* B
C -A* B

NOT((A * B or C) > MAC)
(A * B or C) > MAC

C shift amount and
A * B shift amount

data from MAC CSA tree 1445a and exponent value from
short exponent 0, as well. The extra 5 bits are added to catch
up possible mantissa overflow in MAC loop. Full Adder and

(0172 CPA for multiplication (MUL) 1505 receives 10 bit
exponents multiplicands A and B as the combination of
operand ao high exponent and a1 high exponent, as well as
the combination of operand b0 high exponent and operand
b1 high exponent. CPA for MAD 1503 receives 10 bit
exponent of operand C as the combination of ch e, and cle,
as well as 11 bit result exponent from the output of CPA for
MUL. Multiplexor 1511 receives data from CPA for MUL as
well the exponent of operand C, which includes the com

Normalizer unit 1447a converts the mantissa from CSA

bination of che and cle. CPA for MAC 1501 receives

format to regular binary encoding form, normalizes the

operand C exponent from the input combination of ch e and

and normalize unit 1447a receives 5+26 bits of mantissa
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cle, as well as output from MAC exponent register 1515.
CPA for MAC 1507 receives data from MAC exponent
register 1515, as well as data from CPA for MUL 1505.
Multiplexor 1513 receives data from register 1515 data from
multiplexor 1511. Data from multiplexor 1511 is also sent to
output exponent to ALU1. Output from multiplexor 1513 is
sent to register 1515, as well as output (exponent). CAT
component 1517 sends data to clock input CPA for MAD
1503, multiplexor 1511, multiplexor 1513, CPA for MAC
1509, multiplexor 1523, and multiplexor 1523. The CAT
component merges two bit fields into one (h and 1 to one of
double width, in this case a negative result flag from adder
1509 and the same flag from adder 1503). Multiplexor 1523
receives “0” at input port 0, an inverted shift amount from
CPA for MAD 1503 at input port 1, and output from CPA for
MAC 1507 at input ports 2 and 3. CPA for Scale 1527
receives output (11 bits) from multiplexor 1523, as well as
coefficient scale h and outputs A*B result shift amount.
Multiplexor 1521 receives output from CPA for MAC at
input ports 3 and 2. “0” at input port 1, and receives output
from CPA for MAD 1503 at input port 0. Multiplexor 1521
outputs 11 bits to CPA for scale 1529, which also receives
scale c. CPA for scale 1529 outputs C shift amount.
0173 FIG. 16 is an exemplary diagram of a long expo
nent calculation, similar to the long exponent calculation
from FIG. 11. While the long exponent calculation of ALU0
(FIG. 15) is similar to the long exponent calculation of
ALU1 in FIG. 16, one notable difference is that multiplexor
1602 receives exponent input from ALU0, along with com
bined input ch e and cle. Additionally long exponent
calculation of ALU1 generates outputs for exponent, MAC
shift amount, AB shift amount, and C shift amount. One

should note that the functionality table for FIG. 16 is the
same as the functionality table for FIG. 15.
0.174 FIG. 17 is an exemplary diagram of a long mantissa
data path, describing in detail a datapath illustrated in FIG.
11. One purpose of this structure is to provide operations on
mantissa parts of long floating point operands. The structure
can be configured to implement the operation DAB+C+
MAC on mantissa values and contains necessary hardware
blocks. Long mantissa datapath has two almost symmetric
implementations: long mantissa datapath for ALU 0 (FIG.
17) and datapath for ALU 1 (FIG. 18). Long mantissa data
path of ALU 0 contains 4 sectional multipliers 1731, 1733,
1735, 1737 with preshifters 1743, 1749, 1753; complement
and alignment shifter units 1739a, b, c, d, e, f, g, marked by
(+/-/>>), which aligns operand mantissa according to
selected exponent value. These units also complement or
negate input mantissa values according to operation signs
(addition versus subtraction). These units are combined with
adders 1741a, 1741b, and 1745 implemented as carry-save
adder trees, which add multiplication results with operand C,
as well as addition with MAC register content. MAC man
tissa register 1759 contains accumulated long mantissa
value. Full Adder and Normalizer 1747 generates final
values of short mantissa and exponent for both channels.
(0175 More specifically, similar to above, multiplier 1731
receives data from operand a1 high mantissa and operand b0
low mantissa. Multiplier 1733 receives data related to oper
and a1 low mantissa and operand b1 low mantissa. Multi
plier 1735 receives operand b1 high mantissa and operand
a0 low mantissa. Multiplier 1739 receives operand b0 high
mantissa and operand ao high mantissa.

(0176 More specifically, similar to above, multiplier 1731
receives data from operand a1 high mantissa and operand b0
low mantissa. Multiplier 1733 receives data related to oper
and a1 low mantissa and operand b1 low mantissa. Multi
plier 1735 receives operand b1 high mantissa and operand
a0 low mantissa. Multiplier 1739 receives operand b0 high
mantissa and operand ao high mantissa.
(0177. Multiplier 1731 sends 26 bits of data to CASU
1739a, which also receives sign h and mantissa shift h.
CASU 1739b receives 39 bits of data from multiplier 1735
via 13-bit shifter 1743. CASU 1739c receives input data
(13-bit) clim via 13-bit shifter 1749. One feature of this
nonlimiting structure is that this structure includes a two step
MAD adder containing two parts: /2 MAD adder and Mad
adder. This feature is coming from using sectional multipli
ers for long mantissa processing. /2 MAD CSA Tree 1741a
receives data from CASUs 1739a, 1739b, and 1739c. MAD
CSA Tree 1741b receives 1+40 bits of data from /2 MAD

CSA Tree 1741a (which have been shifted via 13-bit shifter
1769), 37 bits of data from CASU 1739d, 39 bits of data
from CASU 1739e, which received the data from 13-bit

shifter 1753, which received data from sectional multiplier
1735. Additionally, MAD CSA Tree 1741b receives 37 bits
of data from CASU 1739f which receives data from mul
tiplier 1737.
0.178 MAD CSA Tree 1741b sends ALU0 mantissa data
to mantissa ALU1 output, as well as to MAC CSA Tree
1745. MAC CSA Tree 1745 receives mantissa shift macc

datavia CASU 1739g. MAC CSA Tree 1745 sends 5+40 bits
of data to Full Adder and Normalizer 1747, which also

calculated the exponent for further adjustment during nor
malization. The extra bit in the mantissa can be configured
to catch up mantissa overflow in the MAC loop. Full Adder
and Normalizer 1747 sends long format operand in format
s10e26m bits of data to output port cat(dh, dll), which
combines both halves dh and dl into D.

0179 FIG. 18 is an exemplary diagram of a long mantissa
data path, similar to a data path illustrated in FIG. 17. More
specifically, long mantissa data path ALU1 is symmetric to
long mantissa data path ALU0, with a few exceptions. Most
notably, mantissa from ALU0 channel is received by mul
tiplexor 1805. Additionally, multiplexor 1705 receives
ch m, which is part of mantissa of operand C in ALU1.
0180 FIG. 19 is an exemplary diagram of a mixed
exponent calculation, describing in more detail, a mixed
exponent calculation illustrated in FIG. 11. A mixed expo
nent issue comes when one uses two different operand
formats in the command. As a nonlimiting example, one of
the multiplicands may be in short format while all other
operands in long format (See FIG. 5 table). The structure is
very similar to short exponent calculation except it is
processing long exponent values as well. Embodiments of
the structure have the same 4 levels of exponent adders/
subtractors with appropriate multiplexors controlled by
encoder. MAC exponent register size is also 11 bits for long
exponent value. More specifically, CPA 1903 receives com
bined data associated with operand b0 low exponent and
operand b1 low exponent. CPA 1903 also receives operand
a0 low exponent. CPA 1905 receives combined data of
operand b0 high exponent and b1 high exponent, as well as
short format operand ao high exponent. CPA 1907 receives
combined data ch e and cle, as well as output data from
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cle 1903. CPA 1909 receives output data from CPA 1905,
as well as input data ch e, cle. CPA 1911 receives output
data from CPA 1903 as, well as output data from CPA 1905.
Encoder 1920 provides clock signals to CPAs 1907, 1909,
and 1911, as well as control signal to multiplexor 1913 and
multiplexors 1923, 1935, 1937, and 1939 via “or” logic
block 1925.

0181 Multiplexor 1913 receives data from CPA 1903 at
input port 0, output from input ch e, cle at input port 1, and
output from CPA 1905 at input port 2. CPA 1915 receives
input data ch e, cle, as well as data from register 1943.
CPA 1917 receives data from CPA 1903, as well as output
from register 1943. CPA 1919 receives data from register
1943, as well as CPA 1905. CPA 1921 receives data from

register 1943, as well as multiplexor 1913. Multiplexor 1923
receives output data from multiplexor 1913, as well as
register 1943 and outputs signal result “Exponent.” MAC
exponent register 1943 receives data from multiplexor 1923.
Multiplexor 1935 receives output data from CPA 1915 at
input port 3, output from CPA 1909 at input port 2, “0” at
output port 1, and output from CPA 1907 at output port 0.
Similarly, multiplexor 1937 receives “0” at input port 0,
output from CPA 1907, inverted by inverter 1329 at input
port 1, output from CPA 1911 at input port 2, and output
from CPA 1917 at input port 3. Multiplexor 1939 receives
output from CPA 1911, inverted by inverter 1931 at input
port 0, output from CPA 1909, inverted by inverter 1933 at
input port 2, and output from CPA 1919 at input port 3. CPA
1949 receives data from Multiplexor 1935, as well as
coefficient scale c to output operand exponent shift C. CPA
1947 receives output from multiplexor 1937, as well as
coefficient scale 1 to output half product mantissa shift L.
CPA 1945 receives output from multiplexor 1939 as well as
coefficient scale h to output half product mantissa shift H.
0182 FIG. 20 is an exemplary diagram of a mixed
exponent calculation, similar to a mixed exponent calcula
tion illustrated in FIG. 11. The circuitry illustrated in FIG. 20
is symmetric to the circuitry of FIG. 19, with a few differ
ences. One notable difference is that the circuitry of FIG. 19
includes multiplexor 2001, which can be configured to
receive combined ch e, ch e fields of input data and the
resulting exponent from ALU0 exponent channel.
0183 FIG. 21 is an exemplary diagram of a mixed
mantissa data path, showing a more detailed representation
of the data path illustrated in FIG. 11. Mixed mantissa data
path is similar to long mantissa datapath presented in FIG.
17. More specifically, similar to FIG. 17, multiplier 2131
receives short format input data operand a1 high mantissa,
and b0 low mantissa. Multiplier 2133 receives a1 low
mantissa and b1 low mantissa. Multiplier 2135 receives b1
high mantissa and ao low mantissa. Multiplier 2137 receives
b0 high mantissa and ao high mantissa. CASU 2139a
receives data from multiplier 2131, as well as signal bit
mantissa shift A*B high. CASU 2139b receives data from
multiplier 2133 that has been shifted 13 bits by shifter 2105,
as well as mantissa shift AB high and signal 1 as input.
CASU 2139c receives input data cl m that has been shifted
13 bits by shifter 2109, as well as mantissa shift c, and
sign c. CASU 2139d also receives sign c and mantissa shift

receives data from multiplier 2137, as well as mantissa shift
A*B high and sign h. /2 MAD CSA Tree 2141a receives
output from CASUs 2139a, 2139b, and 2139c. MAD CSA
Tree 2141b receives output from /2 MAD CSA Tree 2141a,
as well as CASUs 2139d, 2139e, and 2139f MAD CSA Tree
sends mantissa data to ALU1, as well as MAC CSA Tree
2145. MAC CSA tree 2145 also receives data from CASU

2139g, which receives data from register 2143. Full Adder
and Normalizer 2147 receives data from exponent input, as
well as MAC CSA Tree 2145. Full Adder and Normalizer

2147 outputs a result mantissa to combined dh and d1.
0.184 FIG. 22 is an exemplary diagram of a mixed
mantissa data path, symmetric to a data path illustrated in
FIG. 21. The circuitry from FIG. 22 is similar to the circuitry
from FIG. 21, with a few exceptions. Most notably, mixed
mantissa data path ALU 1 (FIG. 21) includes multiplexor
2202, which receives input ch m, as well as mantissa from
ALU0 data from the circuitry of FIG. 20. The circuitry of
FIG. 21 outputs result mantissa to dh and d1.
0185. To process dual format floating point data on the
same set of hardware one can use separate exponent calcu
lation channels because of their relative small size. Addi

tionally, one can merge short mantissa and long mantissa
processing paths in a single hardware structure because it
can be difficult to replicate the hardware blocks of both short
and long mantissa data paths without significant growth of
hardware expenses. One can generally merge most of hard
ware blocks used in both short and long mantissa datapaths
and add some extra logic to provide correct operation
execution in both short and long modes as well in mixed one.
0186 Potential modifications to this configuration can
include (but are not limited to):
0187 1) Selecting as basic structure for modification the
long exponent datapath.
0188 2) Adding additional multiplexors on operand and
result paths to select correct data for processing in each
mode.

0189 3) Splitting all complement and alignment shift
units to two parts using special fence logic controlled by data
format selection.

0190. 4) Splitting the MACC register into two parts.
(0191 5) Splitting the MAC CSA and final adder with
normalizer into two parts separated by special fence logic.
0.192 Additionally, the following referred diagrams
describe potential modifications in an implementation of
dual mode ALU.

0193 FIG. 23 is an exemplary diagram of a merged
mantissa data path, similar to a data path illustrated in FIG.
11. More specifically, multiplier 2333 receives operand a1
high mantissa and operand b00 low mantissa. Multiplier
2331 receives operand a1 low mantissa and operand b1 low
mantissa. Multiplier 2337 receives operand b1 high mantissa
and operand ao low mantissa. Multiplier 2335 receives b0
high mantissa and ao high mantissa. CASU 2339a receives
output from multiplier 2333, as well as shift H0 and sign h0.
CASU 2339b receives data from multiplexor 2308, which
receives input from multiplier 2331 13-bit shifter 2306.
CASU 2339c receives data from multiplexor 2310, which

C, as well as ch m. CASU 2139e receives data from

receives data from clim as well as 13-bit shifter 2302.

multiplier 2135 that has been shifted 13 bits by shifter 2107,
as well as mantissa shift A*B low and sigh 1. CASU 2139f

CASU 2339c. also receives sign cl and shift CL. CASU
2393d receives data from chm, as well as shift CH and
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sign ch. CASU 2339e receives data from multiplexor 2312,
as well as shift L1 and sign I1. Multiplexor 2312 receives
data from multiplier 2337, as well as 13-bit shifter 2304.
CASU 2339f receives data from multiplier 2335, as well as
shift H1 and sigh h1. CASU 2339g includes a high side and
a low side with a fence separating the two. The high side of
CASU receives a shift ACCH signal, as well as data from
register 2342a. The low side of CASU 2339g receives shift
ACCL signal, as well as data from register 2342b. Register
2342 receives -MAC, as well as data from MAC CSA Tree

0 2345, and a clock signal from MAC CSA Tree 12345.
0194 /2 MAD CSA Tree 2341a receives data from
CASUs 2339a, 2339b, and 2339c, and sends the processed
data to 13 bit shifter 2320. Multiplexor 2322 receives the
shifted data, as well as the data that was not shifted, and
outputs to multiplexor 2316. Multiplexor 2316 also receives

0198 FIG. 24 is an exemplary diagram illustrating a
merged mantissa data path for ALU 1, symmetric to a data
path of ALU 0 illustrated in FIG. 23. More specifically, the
circuitry in FIG. 24 is similar to the circuitry in FIG. 23, with
a few exceptions. One difference is that the circuitry in FIG.
24 includes multiplexor 2302, which receives result man
tissa data from ALU0, as well as own operand ch m. The
circuitry outputs result data (dh, dll). Multiplexor control is
generally the same as in table for merged ALU 0. These
multiplexors can be configured to select particular input in
case of different data format being processed in ALU 1
merged mantissa data path, as illustrated in table 16.
TABLE 16

Multiplexor Control signal values for different data format processing
modes:

data “O. MAD CSA Tree 2341b receives data from multi

plexor 2316, and from CASUs 2339d, 2339e, and 2339f, and
outputs the processed data to MAC CSA Tree 1 (2345).
MAC CSA Tree 1 (2345) also receives data from the low
side of CASU 2339.g.
(0195 MAC CSA Tree 0 (2345) is separated from MAC
CSA Tree 1 (2345) via a fence for short format. MAC CSA
Tree 0 (2345) receives data from the high side of CASU
2339g, as well as from multiplexor 2318. Multiplexor 2318
receives data from /2 MAD CSA Tree 2341a, as well as
mantissa ALU0 to ALU1. MAC CSA Tree 0 2345 is sends

data to CPAO 2347a, which is separated from CPA 12347b
by fence for short. CPA 1 receives data from MAC CSA Tree
12345. CPA 1 outputs data to Leading Zero Detector (LZD)
L 2330 and LZD1 2332, as well as shifter 12334b. CPA 0

(2347a) outputs data to LZD1 2330, LZD0 (2328), and
shifter 0 (2334a). LZD0 (2328) sends data to shifter 0
2334a, as does LZD1 2330. LZD0 2328 also sends data to

multiplexor 2325. LZD12330 also sends data to shifter 1, as
well as multiplexors 2325 and 2326. LZD12332 also sends
data to shifter 1 (2334b) and multiplexor 2326. Shifter 0
(2334a) and shifter 1 (2334b) send data to output latch 2340.
(0196) CPA 2336a receives data from exponent multi
plexor 2324, which receives data from short exponent chan
nels 0 and 1, mixed exponent, and long exponent. CPA
2336a also receives data from multiplexor 2325, and CPA
2336b. Fence 2338 separates CPA 2336a and CPA 2336b.
CPA 2336a and 2336b send data to output latch 2340.
Output latch 2340 outputs s5e 13m data to d1, S10e26m data
to (dh, dll), and s5e 13m data to dh.
0.197 Additionally, various control signals are depicted
to illustrate an exemplary configuration for multiplexors L0.
CL, L1, and MUX1-MUX5 in Table 15, whose outputs can
be switched every time a different data format is being
processed in the ALU.
TABLE 1.5

Multiplexor Control signal values for different data format processing
modes:
Mux
Mux

Mux

Mode

LO CL L1

1

2

3

Mux 4

Long
Mixed
Short

O
O
1

O
1
1

O
O
1

O
O
1

O
O
1

O
O
1

O
O
1

Mux

Mux 5 ExpMX
O
O
1

O
1
2

Mux
Mux

Mux

Mux

Mode

LO CL L1

1

2

3

Mux 4

Long
Mixed
Short

O
0
1

O
1
1

O
O
1

O
O
1

O
O
1

O
(0
1

O
0
1

Mux 5 ExpMX
O
O
1

O
1
2

0199 FIG. 25A is an exemplary diagram illustrating
merged shift and control logic, which can be applied in the
exponent and shift control signals for merged mantissa
datapath in FIGS. 23 and 24. As discussed above, many of
the changes being made introduce special multiplexors
which will provide routing outputs from separate exponent
processing channels for short, mixed and long processing to
merged mantissa processing. More specifically multiplexor
2550 receives shift h0 and mantissa shift h. Multiplexor
2552 also receives I0, as well as mantissa shifth. Multi

plexor 2554 receives shift cl, as well as mantissa shift c.
Multiplexor 2556 receives Shift MAC 0, as well as mantissa
shift MAC. Multiplexor 2558 receives shift ch, as well as
mantissa shift c. Multiplexor 2560 receives shift 1, as well as
mantissa shifth. Multiplexor 2562 receives shifth 1, as well
as mantissa shifth. Multiplexor 2564 receives Shift MAC 0.
as well as mantissa shift MAC.

(0200 Multiplexor 2566 receives shift hl, as well as
output from multiplexor 2550. Multiplexor 2566 outputs
Shift H0. Multiplexor 2568 receives shift hl, as well as
output from multiplexor 2552, and outputs Shift L0. Mul
tiplexor 2570 receives shift ch, as well as output from
multiplexor 2554, and outputs Shift CL. Multiplexor 2572
receives Shift MAC1, as well as output from multiplexor
2556, and outputs Shift AccH. Multiplexor 2574 receives
shift ch, as well as output from multiplexor 2558, and
outputs Shift CH. Multiplexor 2576 receives input from
Shift I1, as well as output from multiplexor 2560, and
outputs Shift L1. Multiplexor 2578 receives Shifth 1, as well
as output from multiplexor 2562, and outputs Shift H1.
Multiplexor 2580 receives Shift MAC1, as well as output
from 2564, and is configured to output Shift AccL.
0201 Table 17 shows multiplexor control signals to be
applied to each channel of shift control. As it can be seen,
those signals are pretty uniform and we can adjust two wires
to control the multiplexors from the instruction decode state
machine
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TABLE 17
Mode

Shift HO

Short

2550:
2566:
2SSO:
2566:
2550:
2566:

Mixed

Long

O
1
x
1
O
O

Shift
LO
2552:
2568:
2SS2:
2568:
2552:
2568:

Shift
CL
1
O
x
1.
O
O

2554:
257O:
2554:
25.70:
2554:
257O:

Shift
AccEH
1
O
x
1
O
O

2556:
2572:
2556:
2572;
2556:
2572:

1.
O
x
1
O
O

Shift
CH
2558:
2574:
2SS8:
2574:
2558:
2574:

Shift
L1
1
O
x
1
O
O

2560:
2578:
2S60:
2578:
2560:
2578:

Shift
H1
1
O
x
1
O
O

2562:
2578:
2S62:
2578:
2562:
2578:

Shift
AccL
1
O
x
1
O
O

2564:
2580:
2564:
2580:
2564:
2580:

0202 FIG. 25B is an exemplary diagram illustrating sign
routing logic, which can be applied to convert sign signals
generated by separate channels to sign signal for a merged
dual format mantissa datapath from FIG. 23. Multiplexor
2582 receives sign h0, as well as sign h. Multiplexor 2584
receives sign I0, as well as sign I. Multiplexor 2586 receives
sign cl, as well as sign C. Multiplexor 2588 receives sign ch,
as well as sign C. Multiplexor 2590 receives sign I1, as well
as sign I. Multiplexor 2592 receives sign h1, as well as sign

(0206 Multiplier actual 26-bit outputs H0 and H1 can be
extended 11 least significant bits (LSBs) with 0 value.
Another two multiplier outputs L0 and L1 can be extended
13-LSBs and might be shifted right by 13 positions with
filling most significant bits (MSBs) by Zero value. Data on
adder input CH can be extended by 24 LSBs for further use.
Blocks in the second row show data formats in datapath
complement-shift units inputs and outputs for short, long

h.

0207 FIG. 27A is Zoomed fragment of mantissa addition
datapath from FIGS. 23 and 24. This nonlimiting example

and mixed mode.

0203 Multiplexor 2594 receives sign h1, as well as
output from multiplexor 2582, and outputs sign H0. Multi
plexor 2596 receives data from sign I1, as well as output
from multiplexor 2584, and outputs Sign L0. Multiplexor
2598 receives Sign ch, as well as output from multiplexor
2586, and outputs Sign CL. Sign AccHis received from Sign
MAC. Multiplexor 2599 receives data from Sign ch, as well
as output from multiplexor 2588, and outputs Sign CH.
Multiplexor 2597 receives data from sign I1, as well as
output from multiplexor 2590, and outputs Sign L1. Multi
plexor 2595 receives data from Sign h1, as well as output
from multiplexor 2592, and outputs Sign H1. Sign AccL is
received directly from Sign MAC.
0204 To generate switch signals for these multiplexors
one may need to provide special state machine which
generates Switch signals for each multiplexor depending on
processed data formats in a particular instruction, which is
presented on Table 18. As can be seen, all multiplexors may
be controlled by the same signals from the state machine.

shows in detail, data format transfer between units and

multiplexors providing correct processing of different data
formats in the chain of CSA adders ending in fenced MAC
CSA tree. More specifically, the circuitry of FIG. 26 includes
a /2 MAD CSA tree 2741a. The /2 MAD CSA tree 2741a

receives 37 bits from H0, 39 bits from L0, and 37 bits from
CL. /2 MAD CSA tree 2741a outputs 2+26 bits or 1+40 bits
to 13-bit shifter 2752. After shifting the received data, the
13-bit shifter 2752 sends data to multiplexor 2754, which
also receives data from /2 MAD CSA tree 2741a. Multi

plexor 2750 receives data from multiplexor 2754, and also
receives “0” at the other input port. Multiplexor 2750 sends
output data to MAD CSA Tree 2751b, which also receives
37 bits from CH, 39 bits from L1, and 37 bits from H1.
MAD CSA Tree 2741b sends 5+26 bits or 5+40 bits, most

significant bits first (msb) to mantissa to ALU1, as well as
2+40 (msb) to multiplexor 2756. Multiplexor 2756 also
receives data from /2 MAD CSA 2741a. Multiplexor 2756

TABLE 1.8
Sign

Sign

Sign

Mode

HO

LO

CL

Short

2582:
2594:
2582:
2594:
2582:
2594:

Mixed

Long

1
O
x
1
O
O

2584:
2596:
2584:
2596:
2584:
2596:

1
O
x
1
O
O

2586:
2598:
2584:
2596:
2584:
2596:

Sign
Sign AccH
1
O
x
1
O
O

Direct
Direct

Direct

Shift

CH
2588:
2599:
2588:
2599:
2588:
2599:

Shift L1
1
O
x
1
O
O

2S60:
2576:
2S60:
2576:
2560:
2576:

1
O
x
1
O
O

H1
2562:
2578:
2S62:
2578:
2562:
2578:

0205 FIG. 26 is an exemplary table of complement shift
input and output formats, which may be utilized in the
merged mantissa datapath from FIGS. 23 and 24. This table
shows how actual output or input data can be treated,
extended, interpreted, and/or modified in short, long, and
mixed modes. Description of data format blocks from the
left to the right and from top to bottom. All signal names are
referred to merged datapaths in FIGS. 23 and 24. This
input-output data format manipulation is desired to provide
proper processing all data in CSA adders in datapath.

Shift
AccL
2S80:
2564:
2S80:
2564:
2S80:
2564:

outputs data to MAC CSA Tree 0 2756, which also receives
data from Register-Accumulator output. A fence for short
format 2746 separates MAC CSA Tree 0 2745a from MAC
CSA Tree 12745b providing processing of two short format
operands instead of one long format. MAC CSA Tree 1
2745b receives data from MAD CSA Tree 2741a, as well as
MACC output.
0208 FIG. 27B is an exemplary diagram of processing
formats for short, long, and mixed modes that can be utilized
in the CSA units from FIG. 27A. More specifically, diagram
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2780a illustrates short mode processing formats for /2 MAD
CSA. As shown, data H0 includes 26+11 bits that are input
into /2 MAD CSA Tree 2741a. L0 includes 26+13 bits, CL
includes 13+13+11 set of bits, and /2 MAD CSA Tree 2741a

outputs 26+13 set of bits, with 2+26 bits as valid bits and 13
invalid bits. Diagram 2780b illustrates short mode process
ing for MAD CSA 2741b. As shown, H0 includes 26+11 bits
that are input to MAD CSA Tree 2741b, L0 includes 26+13
bits, CL includes 13+13+11 set of bits. Additionally, /2
MAD includes 00--00--00--0 set of bits. MAD CSA Tree

2741b outputs 2+26 valid bits, and 13 invalid bits.
0209 Diagram 2780c illustrates long mode processing
formats. More specifically, H0 includes 26+11+0 bits input
to /2 MAD CSA Tree 2741a. L0 includes 13+26 bits, and CL

includes 13+13+11+0 bits input. /2 MAD CSA Tree 2741a
outputs 2+39 valid bits. Diagram 2780d illustrates long
mode processing formats. More specifically, H0 includes
26+11+0 bits input to 12 MAD CSA Tree 2741a. L0
includes 13+26 bits, CL includes 13+13+11+0 bits input,
and 12 MAD includes 13+)x-X+26 bits. MAD CSA Tree

2741a outputs 3+39 valid bits.
0210 Diagram 2780e illustrates mixed mode processing
formats. More specifically, H0 inputs 26+11+0 bits to /2
MAD CSA Tree 2741a. L0 includes 13+26 bits and CL

includes 13+13+11+0 bits. /2MAD CSA Tree 2741a outputs
2+39 valid bits. Diagram 2780f illustrates mixed mode
processing formats. More specifically, H0 inputs 26+11+0
bits to /2 MAD CSA Tree 2741a. L0 includes 13+26 bits, CL
includes 13+13+11+0 bits, and /2 MAD CSA includes

X+X+39 bits. MAD CSA Tree 2741b outputs 3+39 valid
bits.

0211 FIG. 27C is a continuation of the processing for
mats from FIG. 27B. Diagram 2780g illustrates short mode
processing formats for MAC CSA. More specifically, MAC
CSA Tree 0 and 1 (2745a, 2745b) receives X+X+26 bits

from MAD and 5X-26 bits from MACC. MAC CSA Tree

0 and 1 (2745a, 2745b) outputs 5+26 bitsx2 channels.
Diagram 2780h illustrates long mode processing formats.
More specifically, MAD (msb) sends 14+3)x+11 bits to
MAC CSA Tree 0 2745a. MAC (msb) sends 12+5X+11 bits
to MAC CSA Tree O 2745. MAC CSA Tree O 2745

outputs result (MSB) as 12+5X+11 bits, where 5+11 bits are
valid. Diagram 27801 includes MAD (Isb) sending 2+26 bits
to MAC CSA Tree 12745b. MAC (Isb) sends 0+0+0+2+26
bits to MAC CSA Tree 1 2745b. MAC CSA Tree 1 2745b

outputs result least significant bit first (Isb) of 0+0+0+2+26
bits, where 2+26 bits are valid. One should note that to

provide short and long mantissa processing modes in the
same hardware, one can utilize fence logic, which can be
configured to split some CSA and CPA adders, as shown in
FIGS. 23 and 24, as well as adding logic to the normalizer

unit.

0212 FIG. 28A is an exemplary diagram of a fence in a
CSA adder, which may be utilized in the MACC from FIGS.
24 and 27. Using a special multiplexor controlled by mode
bit, one can split long adder into two short parts. In the case
of a long format, one can propagate a carry signal from one
part of the adder to another part of the adder. In the case of
short format, one can propagate Zero. More specifically, half
adder 2875a receives data from full adder 2876.a. Full adder
2876 a sends data to half adder 2875a and full adder 28.76b.

Full adder 2876c receives data from multiplexor 2877a, as
well as full adder 2876d. Multiplexor 2877a receives “0” as
well as data from full adder 2876e. Fence 2878a separates

multiplexor 2877a from full adder 2876e. Half adder 2875b
receives data from full adder 2876e. Full adder 2876e also

sends data to full adder 2876f. Full adder 2876g sends data
to full adder 2876h.

0213 FIG. 28B is an exemplary diagram of a fence in a
CPA adder, which may be utilized in the Full Adder and
Normalizer from FIGS. 22 and 23. More specifically, full
adder 2876i receives data from full adder 2876i, which
receives data from multiplexor 2877b. Multiplexor 2877b
receives “O'” as well as data from full adder 2876k. Fence

2878b separates multiplexor 2877b from full adder 2876.k.
Full adder 2876k receives data from half adder 2875c.

0214 FIG. 29 is an exemplary diagram of a fence in a
complement shift unit, which may be utilized in the datapath
from FIGS. 22, 23, and 26. On the upper left corner is an
upper view diagram of a fence logic application in comple
ment shift unit for MAC CSA. More specifically, as a more
detailed illustration of CASU high 2939a, fence 2940, and
CASU low 2939b, includes mode multiplexor 2914a. Chan
nel 0 Mode multiplexor 2914a receives data from long
operands, as well as channel 0 mode multiplexor 2914b.
Mode multiplexor provides inputs to function block 2901
and 2902a. Function 2901 a calculates a predetermined
function (such as is illustrated) and outputs N bits to function
block 2902a. Function block 2902a calculates a predeter
mined function (such as is illustrated), and outputs NZ bits
to multiplexor 3:1 (2906a). Multiplexor 2906a also receives
“0”, mantissa HM H and “not M Has inputs. Multiplexor
2906a outputs 5+26 bits of data to barrel shifter H 2910a.
Barrel shifter H also receives operand shift data from mode
multiplexor 2908a, which receives long data, as well as
channel 0 data. Barrel shifter h 29.10a outputs 5+26 bits of
data to CSA Tree, as well as a shift out high signal to shift
data multiplexor 2912a. Shift data multiplexor 2912a also
receives “0” and outputs data to barrel shifter low 2910b.
Fence 2940 separates CASU 2939a from 2939b.
0215 Mode multiplexor 2914b receives channel 1 data,
as well as long ops. Mode multiplexor 2914b provides data
for function blocks 2901b and 2902b, as illustrated. Func

tion block 2901b calculates a predefined function, such as is
illustrated, and provides “N' bits to function block 2902b.
Function block 2902b outputs “NZ' bits to Multiplexor 3:1
(2906b). Multiplexor 2906b also receives “0”, as well as
mantissa L. M. L and “not M. L. Multiplexor 2906b sends
data to barrel shifter low 2910b. Barrel shifter low 2910b

also receives an operand shift signal from mode multiplexor
2908b and outputs data to CSA Tree. Mode multiplexor
2908b receives long data and channel 1 data.
0216 FIG. 30A is an exemplary fence in a normalization
shifter, which may be utilized in the merged mantissa
processing datapath from FIGS. 23 and 24. More specifi
cally, CPA 0 (3047a) receives 5+26 bits or 5+40 bits of data.
CPA 0 (3047a) is separated from CPA 1 (3047b) by a fence
for short 3048. CPA 1 (3047b) receives 5+26 bits of data.
Leading zero detector LZD03029a receives data from CPA
0 (3047a), and sends data to shifter H (3034a). Leading Zero
detector LZD1 receives data from CPA 0 (3047a) and CPA
1 (3047b), and outputs data to shifter H (3034a) and shifter
L (3034b). Leading Zero detector LZD13032a receives data
from CPA 1 (3047b) and outputs data to shifter L (3034b).
Shifter L (3034b) receives, as well as the leading Zero data
from LZD1 3.030a and LZD1 3032a, data from CPA 1

(3047b). Shifter L (3034b) outputs ML13. Similarly, shifter
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H (3034a) receives data from LZD0 3028a and LZDL
3030a, as well as data from CPA 0 (3047a). Shifter H
(3034a) outputs data MH13.
0217 FIG.30B is a more detailed view of the exemplary
fence from FIG. 30A. In this nonlimiting example, the two
shift amount control multiplexors is added to shift data
forwarding multiplexor to implement Such a fence and allow
the unit to process two short or one long format operands.
More specifically, mode multiplexor 3049 receives data
from LZD1 3.030b, as well as LZD0 3028b. Mode multi

plexor 3049 outputs shift amount data to shifter h 3034c,
which also receives 2+13 bits of data, as well as output data
from shift data multiplexor 3045. Shifter H (3034c) outputs
13 bits to output latch 3040.
0218 Mode multiplexor 3041 receives data from LZD1
3032b, as well as LDZL 3.030b. Mode multiplexor 3041
sends shift amount data to shifter L (3034d), which also
receives 2+13 bits of data. Shifter L (3034d) sends data to
shift data multiplexor, which also receives “0” and outputs
to shifter H (3034c). Shifter L. 3034d sends data to output
latch 3040. Output latch outputs dl., (dh, dll) and dh.
0219 FIG. 31 is a flowchart illustrating an exemplary
process that may be utilized for sending data to a function
ally separated ALU. More specifically, as illustrated in FIG.
31, a computing system can determine that received data is
short format floating point data (block 3132). In response to
determining that the received data the received data is short
format floating point data, the computing System can func
tionally separate a first ALU into a plurality of channels for
processing according to an instruction set (block 3134). The
computing system can functionally separate a second ALU
into a plurality of channels for processing, according to the
instruction set (block 3136). The computing system can send
the processed data to the second functionally separated ALU
with a plurality of channels for short data (block 3138).
Some embodiments of the process may include processing
data at a special function unit, wherein the special function
unit is configured to receive data from the first ALU and the
second ALU.

0220. It should be noted that embodiments of the present
disclosure may include a Multiply-Accumulate Unit, con
figured to process a plurality of different data types, the
Multiply-Accumulate Unit that includes a short format
exponent datapath configured to facilitate processing of a
first set of short format data and a long format exponent
datapath configured to facilitate processing of long format
data. Additionally embodiments of the Multiply-Accumu
late Unit include a mixed format exponent datapath config
ured to facilitate processing of a second set of short format
data and long format data and a mantissa datapath situated
to facilitate processing of a plurality of different formatted
operands, where a plurality of sets of short format data and
a set of long format data are processed utilizing a common
hardware structure. Additionally, in some embodiments of
the Multiply-Accumulate Unit, the mantissa datapath further
includes a sectional multiplier with a plurality of re-config
urable outputs, the outputs being configured to process at
least one of the following: a plurality of sets of short
mantissa data and a set of long mantissa data. Additionally,
in some embodiments of the Multiply-Accumulate Unit, the
mantissa datapath further includes sectional complement
logic and an alignment shifter unit, the alignment shifter unit
configured to receive control signals data from an exponent

datapath, the alignment shifter unit further configured to
receive data from sectional multipliers and input operands.
0221) Additionally, in some embodiments of the Multi
ply-Accumulate Unit, the alignment shifter unit is config
ured to receive at least one of the following: a plurality of
sets of short exponent data, a set of long exponent data, a
plurality of sets of mixed exponent data, a plurality of sets
of short mantissa data, a set of long mantissa data, and a
plurality of mixed mantissa data. Additionally, in some
embodiments of the Multiply-Accumulate Unit, the man
tissa datapath further includes a first step Multiply and Add
Carry Save Adder unit configured to receive data in at least
one of a plurality of different data formats and further
configured to process the received data and output the
processed data to a second step Multiply and Add unit and
a second step Multiply and Add (MAD) unit configured to
receive data from a half MAD CSA tree configured as a first
step adder and configured to add partial results from a
plurality of sectional multipliers with configurable outputs.
0222. In some embodiments, the Multiply-Accumulate
Unit includes at least one of the following for facilitating
processing short format data and long format data: a sec
tional multiplier with re-configurable outputs, sectional
complement logic, an alignment shifter unit, a two-step
Carry Save Adder (CSA) with fence implementation, a
Carry Propagate Adder (CPA) with fence implementation,
and normalizer with fenced exponent adder and fenced
mantissa shifter. In some embodiments, the Multiply-Accu
mulate Unit, further includes a sectional multiplier config
ured to operate with short and long data formats, a Multiply
Accumulate (MAC) adder configured to operate as a Carry
Save Adder tree, and a full adder and normalization unit

configured to convert data from a Carry Save Adder (CSA)
redundant format to a normal format.

0223) In some embodiments, the Multiply-Accumulate
Unit, further includes a merged mantissa channel configured
to process short format data and long format data. Similarly,
in some embodiments, the Multiply-Accumulate Unit, fur
ther includes a Multiply-Accumulate Carry Save Adder tree
unit, further configured to receive data in any of a plurality
of different data formats, the Multiply-Accumulate Carry
Save Adder tree unit process the received data and output the
processed data to the Normalization unit.
0224. Additionally, this disclosure includes embodiments
of a Multiply-Accumulate Unit configured to process a
plurality of different data types. At least one embodiment of
the Multiply-Accumulate Unit includes a short format expo
nent data path, the short format exponent data path including
a first channel and a second channel, the short format

exponent data path also including logic for processing short
format exponent data, a merged mantissa data path, the
merged mantissa data path including a first channel and a
second channel, the merged mantissa data path also includ
ing logic for processing short format mantissa data with long
format mantissa data, and a sectional multiplier with re
configurable outputs capable of processing at least one of the
following: a plurality of sets of short format data and a set
of long format data, utilizing a common hardware structure.
0225. Additionally, this disclosure includes embodiments
of a method of processing a plurality of different data types.
At least one embodiment of the method includes receiving
data at a merged mantissa datapath, determining whether the
received data includes short format data, determining
whether the received data includes long format data, in
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response to determining that the received data includes short
format data, processing the short format data according to a
control signal, in response to determining that the received
data includes long format data, processing the long format
data according to a control signal, and sending the processed
data to output.
0226. This disclosure also includes embodiments of a
stream processor configured to process data in any of a
plurality of different formats. At least one embodiment of the
stream processor includes a first arithmetic logic unit
(ALU), configured to process a first plurality of sets of short
format data in response to a received short format control
signal from an instruction set and process a first set of long
format data in response to a received long format control
signal from the instruction set. Additionally, embodiments of
the stream processor includes a secondarithmetic logic unit
(ALU), configured to process a second plurality of sets of
short format data in response to a received short format
control signal from the instruction set, process a second set
of long format data in response to a received long format
control signal from the instruction set, and receive the
processed data from the first arithmetic logic unit (ALU).
Additionally embodiments of the stream process or include
process input data and the processed data from the first ALU
according to a control signal from the instruction set.
0227. Additionally, embodiments of the stream processor
include a special function unit (SFU) configured to provide
additional computational functionality to the first ALU and
the second ALU. In some embodiments of the stream

processor, the first ALU is a scalar ALU. Similarly, in some
embodiments of the stream processor, the second ALU is a
scalar ALU.

0228. In some embodiments, the stream processor, in
response to receiving short format data, the stream processor
is configured to functionally divide at least one pair of the
ALUs to facilitate dual format processing with a variable
Single Instruction Multiple Data (SIMD) factor for short
formats and for long formats. In some embodiments of the
stream processor, the instruction set includes an instruction
for processing variable format data in a plurality of different
modes.

0229. In some embodiments of the stream processor, the
instruction set includes at least one of the following: a
normal type instruction, a blend type instruction, and a cross
type instruction applicable for short format data processing
and for long format data processing. In some embodiments,
the instruction set includes at least one instruction to process
in at least one of the following modes: a short format
operand mode, a long format operand mode, and a mixed
format operand mode. In some embodiments, the instruction
set is configured to control variable SIMD folding mode,
when output data of the first ALU is sent as an operand to
the second ALU in long format mode; and wherein the
output of one channel of the first ALU is sent as an operand

metic logic unit (ALU) to a plurality of channels for pro
cessing, according to an instruction set, functionally sepa
rating a second ALU to a plurality of channels for
processing, according to the instruction set, processing data
in the first ALU, and sending the processed data to the
second functionally separated ALU with a plurality of
channels for short data.

0231. This disclosure also includes embodiments of a
modular stream processor configured to process data in a
plurality of different formats. At least one embodiment of the
modular stream processor includes a first Arithmetic Logic
Unit (ALU) configured to receive first input data and control
data, the control data being configured to indicate a format
associated with the received input data, the first ALU further
configured to process short format input data and long
format input data, according to the control data. Some
embodiments include a second ALU configured to receive
the control data from the first ALU, the second ALU further

configured to process second input data, the second input
data being related to the first input data, the second ALU
being further configured to process short format input data
and long format input data, according to the control data.
Still some embodiments include a third ALU configured to
receive the control data from the second ALU, the third ALU

further configured to receive third input data, the third input
data being related to the first input data and the second input
data, the third ALU further configured to process short
format input data and long format input data according to the
control data. Still some embodiments include a fourth ALU

configured to receive the control data from the third ALU,
the fourth ALU further configured to receive fourth input
data, the fourth input data being related to the first input data,
the second input data, and the third input data, the fourth
ALU further configured to process short format data and
long format data, according to the control data.
0232. The flowcharts described herein show the architec
ture, functionality, and operation of a possible implementa
tion of various logic. In this regard, each block can represent
a module, segment, or portion of code, which comprises one
or more executable instructions for implementing the speci
fied logical function(s), circuit, or other type of logic. It
should also be noted that in some alternative implementa
tions, the functions noted in the blocks may occur out of the
order. One should also note that the described data format

sizes are not limited, as it is conceivable to implement
similar functionality for processing 32/64, 64/128, etc. bit
format. Basically, any two related formats can be processed
using the principles described above. If short format is not
a multiple of long format, some redundancy can be created
in the data path when some bits are not used. Additionally,
Some embodiments may be configured with a plurality of
channels for short format data and/or a channel for long

to the second channel of the first ALU in a short format

format data.

mode. Similarly, in some embodiments of the stream pro
cessor, the special function unit is coupled to the first ALU

0233. It should be emphasized that the above-described
embodiments are merely possible examples of implementa
tions, merely set forth for a clear understanding of the
principles of this disclosure. Many variations and modifi
cations may be made to the above-described embodiment(s)
without departing Substantially from the spirit and principles

and the second ALU.

0230. Additionally included in this disclosure are
embodiments of a method for processing data in any of a
plurality of different formats. At least one embodiment of a
method includes determining that received data is short
format data, in response to determining that the received
data is short format data, functionally separate a first arith

of the disclosure. All Such modifications and variations are

intended to be included herein within the scope of this
disclosure.
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Therefore, at least the following is claimed:
1. A stream processor configured to process data in any of
a plurality of different formats, the stream processor com
prising:
a first arithmetic logic unit (ALU), configured to:
process a first plurality of sets of short format data in
response to a received short format control signal
from an instruction set; and

process a first set of long format data in response to a
received long format control signal from the instruc
tion set; and

a second arithmetic logic unit (ALU), configured to:
process a second plurality of sets of short format data
in response to a received short format control signal
from the instruction set;

process a second set of long format data in response to
a received long format control signal from the
instruction set; and

receive the processed data from the first arithmetic
logic unit (ALU); and
process input data and the processed data from the first
ALU according to a control signal from the instruc
tion set.

functionally separating a second ALU to a plurality of
channels for processing, according to the instruction
Set,

processing data in the first ALU, and
sending the processed data to the second functionally
separated ALU with a plurality of channels for short
data.

12. The method of claim 11, wherein the first ALU is

configured to process short format data and long format data.
13. The method of claim 11, wherein the second ALU is

configured to process short format data and long format data.

14. The method of claim 11, wherein the first ALU is

configured to operate as a scalar ALU.

15. The method of claim 11, wherein the second ALU is

configured to operate as a scalar ALU with at least one of the
following: a plurality of channels for short format data and
a channel for long format data.
16. The method of claim 11, further comprising process
ing data at a special function unit, wherein the special
function unit is configured to receive data from the first ALU
and the second ALU.

17. The method of claim 11, wherein the instruction set

2. The processor of claim 1, further comprising a special
function unit (SFU) configured to provide additional com
putational functionality to the first ALU and the second

includes an instruction for processing variable format data in
a plurality of different modes.

ALU.

includes at least one of the following: a normal type instruc
tion, a blend type instruction, and a cross type instruction.
19. A modular stream processor configured to process
data in a plurality of different formats, the modular stream
processor comprising:
a first Arithmetic Logic Unit (ALU) configured to receive
first input data and control data, the control data being
configured to indicate a format associated with the
received input data, the first ALU further configured to
process short format input data and long format input
data, according to the control data;
a second ALU configured to receive the control data from
the first ALU, the second ALU further configured to
process second input data, the second input data being
related to the first input data, the second ALU being
further configured to process short format input data
and long format input data, according to the control

3. The processor of claim 1, wherein the first ALU is a
scalar ALU.

4. The processor of claim 1, wherein the second ALU is
a scalar ALU.

5. The processor of claim 1, wherein, in response to
receiving short format data, the stream processor is config
ured to functionally divide at least one pair of the ALUs to
facilitate dual format processing with a variable Single
Instruction Multiple Data (SIMD) factor for short formats
and for long formats.
6. The processor of claim 1, wherein the instruction set
includes an instruction for processing variable format data in
a plurality of different modes.
7. The processor of claim 1, wherein the instruction set
includes at least one of the following: a normal type instruc
tion, a blend type instruction, and a cross type instruction
applicable for short format data processing and for long
format data processing.
8. The processor of claim 1, wherein the instruction set
includes at least one instruction to process in at least one of
the following modes: a short format operand mode, a long
format operand mode, and a mixed format operand mode.
9. The processor of claim 1, wherein the instruction set is
configured to control variable SIMD folding mode, when
output data of the first ALU is sent as an operand to the
second ALU in long format mode; and wherein the output of
one channel of the first ALU is sent as an operand to the
second channel of the first ALU in a short format mode.

10. The processor of claim 1, wherein the special function
unit is coupled to the first ALU and the second ALU.
11. A method for processing data in any of a plurality of
different formats, the method comprising:
determining that received data is short format data;
in response to determining that the received data is short
format data, functionally separate a first arithmetic
logic unit (ALU) to a plurality of channels for process
ing, according to an instruction set;

18. The method of claim 11, wherein the instruction set

data,

a third ALU configured to receive the control data from
the second ALU, the third ALU further configured to
receive third input data, the third input data being
related to the first input data and the second input data,
the third ALU further configured to process short
format input data and long format input data according
to the control data; and

a fourth ALU configured to receive the control data from
the third ALU, the fourth ALU further configured to
receive fourth input data, the fourth input data being
related to the first input data, the second input data, and
the third input data, the fourth ALU further configured
to process short format data and long format data,
according to the control data.
20. The modular stream processor of claim 19, wherein
the first ALU, the second ALU and the third ALU are

configured to receive operation data from a Special Function
Unit (SFU), the operation data being configured to indicate
an operation to perform on the received input data.
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21. The modular stream processor of claim 19, wherein

22. The modular stream processor of claim 19, wherein at

the first ALU is further configured to receive common data,

least one of the following is configured to process short

the first ALU being further configured to send the COO
data to the second ALU, the second ALU being further
configured to send the received common data to the third
ALU, the third ALU being further configured to send the
received common data to the fourth ALU.

format data and long format data: the first ALU, the second
ALU, the third ALU, and the fourth ALU.
k
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